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Abstract

This qualitative study examines the perceived effects that exposure to a new learning
environment might have on a group of students and their mathematics teacher,
especially as these perceptions relate to working together to solve mathematical
problems. Five academic high school students, randomly grouped together to solve
mathematical problems related to Coordinate Geometry, were observed for a thirteenclass period. Following the classroom observations, three of the five students agreed
to be interviewed and to solve problems individually, in pairs, and as a group. As
well, their mathematics teacher was interviewed. All interviews and problem solving
sessions were audio taped.
The four research questions were: 1) How do these students feel about their new
learning environment, especially with respect to how they solved mathematical
problems while working together? 2) What are their teacher's perceptions with
respect to her students as a result of such an experience? 3) What are my own
perceptions of the experience, especially with respect to how the students solved
problems and worked together? 4) What were some factors that appeared significant
for the students in this mathematics class?
Factors such as student attendance, discipline, culture and language surfaced as
inIluencing the ability of these students to work together to solve mathematical
problems in their new learning environment. The role of homework in a cooperative
learning environment also emerged as an issue for future research considerations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Mathematics educational reform bas been the focus of numerous endeavours by
classroom teachers. Many ofthese have come as a result of the directives endorsed by
the National Council ofTeacbers ofMathcmatics in the document entitled CurrieullU1l
& EvoJUalion Standards/or School Mathematia. usually referred to as the Standards
(NCfM, 1989). The Standards presents fourteen curriculum standards for senior high

school mathematics. The first two of these standards are mathematics as problem
solving and mathematics as communication.

For teachers who have traditionally employed a Iccture style approach. developing and
initiating these two standards often poses a challenge. Typically with this approach,
the teacher lectures for most oflhe class. writing notes or examples on a blackboard.
Students arc then presented with similar "problems" from their tcxt while the teacher
monitors the class and helps students who arc encountering difficulty. Students work
relatively independently for the remainder of the class. The class ends with the
assignment ofbomework., usually in the fonn of "more of the same" problems. only to
resume the same way the ncxt class. Linle time is devoted to allowing students to
actually solve problems or to work cooperatively in class.
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This study deals with the students of a high school mathematics teacher who is
attempting to move towards the recommendations of the Standards especially with
respect to utilizing cooperative learning as a fonn ofcommunication and means to
develop problem. solving abilities among her students. This teacher. who had typically
employed a lecture approach in her classes. experimented, for the first time. with an
approach where students were encowaged 10 work: together to solve mathematical
problems as a primary component of their learning envirorunent for a thirteen-day
period. While it is admittedly impossible to study the process of cbange in such a
short timetable. attention in this study is directed toward the effort to change (Wolcott.
1994). Therefore perceptions from all parties involved regarding the experience are
the focus of this study. In particular, the study focuses upon the perceptions of the
students and their teacher. especially as these perceptions relate to the students'
problem solving ability as a result of such an experience.

This study deals with the realities of the mathematics classroom and the impact that
changes to the learning environment might have on both the leacher and the students.
It is therefore contextual in nature and inductive in its approach. During the course of
the study. issues such as discipline. attendance. culture. and language emerged as
unexpected influences on the degree of success with solving mathematical problems
that such a group of students might experience.

PerceptiODS ofChan&e in School M:ubcmllties

Since the focus oflhis study is on a group of high school students who

WeR:

encouraged 10 work cooperatively to solve mathematical problems, operztional
definitions of both problem solving and cooperative learning will be provided to
claritY the meanings employed in this study. In addition 10 the brief descriptions given
below, the literature review will develop the natures of both cooperative learning and
problem solving more fully.

1.1 OpenttioDal DefiDition of Problem Solviog

Establishing a precise definition oCthe tenn problem solving is not an easy lask.
especially considering that it can be viewed in a very broad and all-encompassing
sense (Goldin, 1982). In fact "it can mean different things to different people at the
same time and different things to the same person at different times" (Branca, 1980,
p.3). While this is true, it is important to establish at least a working definition so that
parameters of the study can be set (Scboenfeld, 1992).

According to P6lya. a pioneer in the field of problem solving, "'to solve a problem is to
find a way where no way is known ofThand, to find a way out of a difficulty, to find a
way around an obstacle, to auain a desired end, that is not immediately attainable, by
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appropriale means" (polya. 1980, p.l). Put more succinctly, it can be coosidered "the
means by which an individual uses previously acquired knowledge. skiUs., and
understandin8 10 satisfy the demands of an unfamiliar situation" (Rudnick & Krulik.
1982, p.l?l). This is the operational definition ofprobtem solving employed
throughout this study. The problems in this study were presenled to studems in two
contexts: via various worksheets during mathematics class and novel problems
presented during problem. solving sessions that took place afterwards.

1.2 Oper-atioDal Defiaition ofCoopentive Leal"ning

Many terms have been used synonymously with cooperative leaming. These include
group work, small groups, and collaborative leaming. Cooperative learning has been
described as an envirorunent whereby"students interact to explore ideas, synlbesize
knowledge,justify assertions, share discoveries, and talk through difficulties"
(Lambdin, 1993, p. 48). Although defining cooperative leaming is not as challenging

a task as problem solving. establishing a cooperative learning environment in the
mathematics classroom may require a paradigm shift fOI" some teacheB. This is
especially true fOI" teachers who have long employed the traditional methods of
teaching mathematics, often referred to as "chalk and talk". This study deals
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specilica.lly with a teacher who is trying to move from trallitionaJ methods towards a
cooperative learning environment with the students in her mathematics class.

According 10 Webb (1991), the "optimwn small group setting is one in which students
freely admit what they do and do not understand, and consistently give each other
opportunities to demonstrate their level of understanding" (p. 386). This is the
operational definition of cooperative learning employed in this study. While this may
not reflect what actually transpired in the study, il was the goal.

1.J Resear-<:h Obje<:tives

Through this inquiry I hope to come to some understanding of what immersing a group

of high school students in a new learning envirorunent in the mathematics class that
includes problem solving mighl mean both to them and their teacher. [n particular, I
intend 10 descnbe the perceptions that a group ofhigh school students, as well as their
teacher, have regarding the students' problem solving ability as a result ofbcing part
of a new learning environment. My own perceptions of the experience will also be
included, thus adding an additional dimension.
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The primary intent ofthis study is to concentrate on the perceptions ofa group of
students and their teacher about their problem solving ability as a result ofbcing
exposed to a new learning environment where they are encouraged to work together to
solve mathematicaJ problems.

The main research qucstions are:
I. How do these students feel about their Dew learning envirorunent, especially
with respect to how they solved mathematical problems while working together?

2. What are Uteir teacher's perceptions wiUt respect to her students as a result
of such an experience?

3. What are my own perceptions oftbe experience, especially with respect to
how the students solved problems and worked together?

4. What were some factors that appeared significant for the students in tlUs
mathematics class?
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1.4 Sigaificance o£the Study

The significance of this study is twofold. First, while there is already a vast amoUDt of
existing research in the area of problem solving in mathematics, much of it relates 10
the student as an individual rathtt than as member of a group exerting a combined
effort [0 solve a problem. More attention needs to be directed toward problem solving
in groups and whole classes (Davidson & Kroll, 1991; Lester, 1994). This study
explores what effect placing a group of high school sludents in a new learning
envirorunent might have on their perceived ability [0 solve mathematical problems.

An additional recorrunendation for research on problem solving is to obtain knowledge

through problem solving episodes of a specific group ofproblem solvers for a wide
variety of problems instead of for a specific sci ofproblcms over a variety of problem
solvers (Lester, 1980). "Such information will not only add to the body of knowledge
but also significantly aid in the design ofresearch on problem solving instruction"
(Lester. 1980, p.318). It is from this peTSPOCtive that this study stems.

Secondly, much ofthe existing research focuses primarily on the cognitive aspects of
problem solving. The intent ofthis study is to concentrate upon the perceptions ofa
group of students and their teacher as these perceptions relate 10 the students' problem
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solving ability after experiencing a learning environment based on working together
while solving mathematical problems. Affective components are an underrepresented
theme of research in problem solving (Lester, 1994; Mcleod, 1993; Schoenfeld, 1982;
Taplin. 1994). Thus, directing attention to the effect ofaffect may help provide some
insights in this area ofproblem solving research. which may then highlight the
interrelationship between affect and cognition in the learning of mathematics. In tum.
attention to both affective components and cognition may be necessary in developing
positive attitudes toward mathematics (Adams, 1989).

1.5 Limitations or tbe Study

The primary limitation or this study is the inability to generalize or rather transfer
(Henwood & Pidgeon. 1993. p. 27) the results of this study to other groups ofstudents
or classrooms. The insights gained by examining a particular group ofstudents in a
particular class at a panicular time cannot be genern.l.i2:ed beyond that experience.
However. they may produce some useful exemplars of the perceptions that some
students may have about their problem solving as a result ofsuch an experience. The
contextual dimension this study provides may illuminate the perceptual impact on a
group of high school students while panicip3ting in an environment where problem
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solving and cooperative learning are encouraged. Hertz-LazarowilZ (1992) suggests,
"It is impossible to Wlden:tand, interpret. or generalize if the full story of what is going
on in the classroom is lacking". It is hoped that studies such as this one, though
limited on their o~ may be able to contribute in uncoveriog the full story.

Pen:~tions
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Cbapter 2 Review of Selected Literature

Since cooperative learning and problem solving encompass such wide domains, the
literature available on these subjects is abundant. Thuefore, this review, which is
divided into two parts, focuses only on aspects of cooperative leamingand problem
solving that are relevant to and are addressed in this study. The fim part will deal with
cooperative learning. Specifically, it looks at the interconnected roles of cooperative
learning environments, affective factors (in particular perceptions and attitudes) and
beliefs, as these relate to mathematical problem solving ability. Also included here is
the relationship that may ex.ist between cooperative learning and such noncognitivc
issues as attendance, discipline, culture and language.

The second part will describe two sets ofheuristics for mathematical problem solving.
These heuristics are included here because a discussion pertaining to the degree to
which the students employed such strategies as they solved novel mathematical
problems together is included in a subsequent chapter.

Pcn::cptiOIl$ of CIw1ge in School Mathematics
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2.1 Coopcntive Lltamine

Cooperative learning is DOt a new idea; it bas been around for centuries (Johnson &
Johnson, 1995; SharaR. 1990) and bas provided many varied learning opportunities. A
wide range of educational settings from primary to post secondary employ cooperative
leaming and it can be: physically facilitated in div~ ways, including Jigsaw. Student

Team Achievement Divisions (STAD) and Teams-Garnes-Tournaments (Ten
(Smith, Williams. & Wynn, 1995). The literature review will focus on the role of
cooperative learning in the mathematics classroom to enhance the mathematical
problem solving abilities of students.

In a recent study conducted by Lambdin that focused on group problem solving, it was
found that "peers working together are able to solve problems that they are incapable
ofsolving OD their own" (Lambdin. 1993, p.50). Similar results echoed by Noddings
(1985). Mwerinde & Ebert (1995). Han (1993) and Johnson & Johnson (1990) suggest
that problem solving ability is facilitated in coopenltive learning groups. Findings of
several other studies indicate that, "small group intemctions can give rise to leaming
opportunities that do not typically arise in traditional classroom interactions" (Cobb &
Whitenack, 1996, p.21 5). Dees (1990) reports that several studies appear to indicate
that the "greatest advantage of the cooperative method may be seen when students
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engage in complex tasks, such as concept learning and problem solving" (p.163).
Johnson & Johnson (1990) sec cooperative learning to be essential in all aspects of
mathematics education and advocate that:
"When done COlTCCtly, cooperative learning tends to
promote higher achievement. greater motivation,. more
positive relalionsltips among students, more positive
attitudes towards the subject area and the teacher, greater
self-esteem and psychological health, greater social
skills. and many other important instructional
outcomes." (pp. 122-123)

However, simply moving desks together does not necessarily give rise 10 cooperalive
learning as there are many ways in which unskilled groups can be nonproductive and
hence unsuccessful (Johnson & Johnson. 1990; Johnson, Johnson. & Smith, 1995).
Educators cannot assume that students know how to be cooperative; instruction must
be provided, especially for older students, to ensure that students are not merely
working individually within their groups but are truly working together(Dee:s, 1990).
A group's success is contingent on the healthy interaction among its members.
Members must possess certain social skills such as leadership, shared decision
making, effective communication and conflict management (Ventimiglia, 1995, p.3 I).
Teachers must ''provide an environment in which students can practice and refine
their growing ability 10 communicate mathematical thought processes and strategies"
Perceptions ofChaDge in School Mathemilljes
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(Davidson, 1990, p5).

It appears that use ofa cooperative leaming environment may also positively influence

a variety of nonacademic issues ofeducation. These include attendance, discipline,
language, and tolerance of different cultures. The long-tenn use of heterogenous
groups, for example, tends to improve student attendance (Johnson, lOMson, & Smith,
1995; Slavin, 1983). Cooperative learning has also been credited with improving
student behavioUT in the classroom by increasing students' time on task., motivation,
and attention. Students who may normally be considered disnlptive may become more
involved in what is going on in the class and feel the influence of their peers (Reid,
Forrestal, & Cook, 1990, p. 72).

The use of cooperative learning in the classroom also provides a forum for dealing
with diversity and acceptance both in culture and ability level and improves selfesteem, interpersonal relations, and race relations (Hertz-Lazarowitz, 1992;
Ventimiglia, 1995). When students are placed in ethnically mixed coo~ve
learning groups, a new basis of perceived similarity is created, aiding in the
development of cross-etbnic friendships (Slavin, L983). Cooperntive groups also
facilitate language development in that classes are structured so that language is
acquired in the process of acquiring the curriculum (Kagan, 1990, p. 203).

Perceptions orChan~ in Scbool Malbetnlltics
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Factors such as students'self.perceptions and attitudes. issues in problem solving that
have been somewhat neglected in past re:scan:h attempts, have recently been the
subjects ofinvestigatioDS (Lester, Garofalo, & Kroll, 1989; McLeod, 1989; Silver,
1987). In a study conducted by Lesler, Garofalo, and Kroll (1989) it was suggested
that the beliefs a person holds about his or her ability to do mathematics and to solve
problems are dominant forces in shaping that person's behaviour when doing
mathematical tasks. Taylor(l993), reporting on Vygotsky's influence on existing
theories ofattitude development in mathematics education, says that attitudes are
immersed in culture and that "a person's attitude contributes to the image ofher or

himself as a learner in the classroom" (Taylor, 1993, p. 9). A recent study perfonned
by Pajares and Krnnzler (1995) concurred.. They produced results that demonstrated
that students' sel[.el'ficaey beliefs about their mathematical capability have strong
direct effects on mathematical problem wIving perfonnance (pajares & Kranzler,
1995).

A later study by Arttt (1996) focused on the interplay ofcognitive processes

demonstrated in a coopenltive learning environment and 00 the perceptions held by the
group member.> about their problem solving abilities. This study indicated that the
perceptions of the group member.> about themselves and each other seemed to affect
the level of success achieved by the group (Artzt, 1996).

PercepliOll5 ofChao&e in School Malhematies
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Another issue that arises in problem solving research relates to the beliefs that students
hold about problem solving and mathematics in general. The majority of students
believe that mathematics is primarily a solitary activity that relies heavily on
memorization; that there is only one right approach to solve every mathematical
problem; and that problems should be solved, ifat all, in a few minutes (Schoenfeld,.
1987; Schoenfeld,. 1992; Silver, 198n. By employing a cooperative learning
envirorunent in the mathematics classrooms, these beliefs may be challenged. When
students work in groups, they may realize that it is often not only possible to have
more than one answer, but also that there is more than one way to arrive at an answer
(Fernandez., Hadaway, & Wilson, 1994; McLeod., 1993).

Through discussions of mathematical problems with their peers, students begin to
realize that frustration is a normal part or solving a problem., as are joy and
satisfaction., and that managing and monitoring are Decessary' skills for successful
problem solving(Femandez., Hadaway, & Wilson., 1994; Hart, 1993; McLeod., 1993;
Schoenfeld,. 1992). It seems that cooperative learning processes may be particularly
helpful for those who have not had much success in mathematics (Dees, 1990). Such
students often report that, "being able to talk to other students about their fears and
difficulties makes mathematics easier" (Dees, 1990, p.186). Cooperative learning has
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also been sbown to reduce anxiety and stress and increase: more effective coping
strategies (Johnson,. Johnson, & Smith., I99S).

Incorporating student writing in the mathematics classroom can also enhance problem
solving. Journal writing, for example. can be an effective means to encourage students
[0 reflect on the problem solving experience (Taplin. 1994). Although many students
have difficulty writing about mathematics, it is believed that providing ample
opportunity to do so helps to minimize these difficulties (Fernandez, Hadaway, &
Wilson, 1994). Also. by combining writing activities with cooperative learning
strategies, it is felt that the effectiveness of both is enhanced (Schoenfeld, 1987). The
more students are encouraged to communicate with their teacher and each other
through such diverse methods as writing and cooperative learning, the better the
quality of instruction (Anzt. 1994).

In an overview of research in problem solving for the past twenty-five years. Lester

(1994) identifies several areas be feels require more attention. One ofthese areas
involves looking at what actually takes place in classrooms that are centered on
problem solving. Another issue suggested for consideration is that research should
focus on groups and whole classes rather than individuals (Lester, 1994). Davidson
and Kroll (1991) echo this sentiment and state "10 date. a relatively small percentage
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of the studies have attempted to study the interactions that take place during
cooperative work: to determine how various academic. social, or psychological effects
are produced" (p.363). It has also been suggested that research should look at
instructional grouping from:L variety ofperspect:ives (Owens. 1995, p. 173).

2.2 Problem Solving Strategies

Since one oflhe themes oflhis study relates to how the group collectively solved or
attempted to solve lheir assigned problems. attention must be given to problem solving
strategies lhat are considered to be well accepted. This section briefly describes two
strategies for problem solving lhat have been created and advocated by two different
sources. The OOt set of heuristics was developed almost a halfa century ago by a
pioneer in mathematical problem solving. George P61ya (1957), in his worle entitled

How 10 Solve II. The second set of strategies developed more recently by John Mason,
Leone Burton, and Kaye Stacey (1982) in their collaborative book entitled Thinking

Malhemalically.

P61ya proposed a four step plan for solving problems. These phases are entitled

Understanding the Problem; Devising a Plan; Carrying Out the Plan; and Loo/dng
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Back. During the first phase, Understanding rhe Problem, the solver has to clearly
tmderstand what is expected and restate the problem in his or her own words. This
getting acquainted phase can probably best be described by a series of questions such
as the following: What is the unknown? What are the data? What are the conditions?
In the Devising a Plan stage the aim is to plan, at least in outline, what is necessary to

obtain the unknown. Looking for a related problem or one with the same unknown is
offered as an appropriate starting point. This stage, according to P61ya, may be a (ong
and tortuous one. The next phase, Carrying Out the Plan, deals with putting into
action the strategies conceived in the previous srage. This is considered a less difficult
task as long as the correctness ofeach step is ensured as a solution is being obtained.

Finally, the fourth phase, Looking Back, is described as an opportunity to reconsider
and re-examine the results and the strategy. A key outcome of this phase is the
consolidation of knowledge, thus making it reusable for future situations. Many people
who consequently miss the opportunity to enhance their problem solving ability,
unfortunately, often neglect this step.

Mason, Burton, and Stacey advocate a three~phase plan for problem solving - Entry,
Attack, and Review. The Entry phase entails assessing both what is known and what is
needed to know to solve the problem. This stage involves the reading and
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understanding of the problem, identifying relevant skills and facts, employing
analogous questions and sorting infonnation. Skills also employed at the entry level
may include diagrams, notation, images, or symbols.

Once the

solv~has

a clear unden;tanding of the problem, he Of" she moves on to the

Allack stage, which involves any effort made to resolve the problem. This phase may

also give rise to what Mason, Burton, and Stacey refer to as "Stuck" or "AHA!"
situations. The authors refer to being "Stuck" as an "honourable and positive Slate"
(Mason, Bwton, and Stacey, 1982, p. 49) and offer possible responses. Actions such
as staring at a blank page, growing lense, or getting frustrated are all conunon, yet
negative, reactions to being stuck while attempting to solve a mathematical problem.
Mason et al. offer proactive methods for overcoming this slate including rereading the
problem, summarizing what is known, or looking for alternale interpretations. This
may lead to an "AHA!", which, as the name might suggest, is any form of insight into
the problem and how it may be solved.

The final phase, the R~jew phase, is signaUed by when a solution is procured or the
solver is ready to concede. Here work is checked, reflection takes place, and the
problem may be extended to a more general problem. Emphasis on the review phase
is essential to develop thinking for future problem solving.

Perceptions ofChange in Scbool Mathematics
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This briefoverview ofP61ya's four stage and Mason, Burton, and Stacey's three phase
approaches to problem solving provides examples of well accepted heuristics to
mathematical problem solving. Although these [wo approaches were developed
independently, there are similarities between them. The first stages Understanding
the Problem (p61ya) and Entry (Mason. Burton, and Stacey) and final stages Looking
Back (p6Iya) and Review (Mason, Burton, and Stacey) are similar in nature and design.

Perecptions of Change in School Malhematies
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Cbapter 3 Researcb Metbods

3.1 Context oftbe Study

As with many other qualitative inquires, I began this investigation with a general

interest in gaining some understanding (Stainback & Stainback, 1988) ofwhat a new
learning environment might mean for a group of students and their teacher. Of
particular interest were the participants' perceptions of the experience. Together with
Dr. David Reid of Memorial University of Newfoundland and Ms. Gwen Hewitt, the
ceacher involved, we mapped out a unit on Coordinate Geometry intending Co
incorporate problem solving tasks and cooperative learning methods as the primary
learning environment. In my description ofthe context during which this study took
place, I shall move from a general overview to a more specific depiction of the
experience.

This study originated in a Level I (Grade 10) Academic Mathematics 1300 class,
taught by Ms. Gwen Hewitt. The class was from a public high school in St. John's,
Newfoundland and consisted ofapproximately twenty students. The word
"approximately" is used here because; due to student absenteeism there did not appear
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to be a definite number ofstudents in attendance. It covered a span of thirteen
mathematics periods. Appendix A provides an overview of each class. In addition. I
conducted individual interview and problem solving sessions with each of the students

in the focus group; problem solving sessions with various pairs of these students; one
problem solving session with all three students; and an interview with Ms. Hewitt.

The first two classes involved having the students, in their assigned groups, work on
novel mathematical problems and the remaining eleven classes focused on the unit of
Coordinate Geometry. The topics covered were: coordinates, lines, slope, y-intercept,
equations and parallel and intersecting lines. This unit was chosen primarily because it
was a required unit in the curriculum and because it was felt that it would be
conducive to students working together. Students were given a series of worksheets
containing questions that were intended to assist them in making connections between
graphs of linear functions and their equations. Appendix B contains copies of the
worksheets.

The premise was that students working together ought to be able to make the necessary
connections on their own without the traditional lecture style of leaching. Students
were not given specific instruction about how to complete the worksheets, but were
left to figure out how 10 answer the questions within their groups. In this way the
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worksheets did present real problems for these students. In the last two classes
students were given individual and group tests based on the material covered. Copies
ofthese tests can also be found in Appendix B.

While Dr. Reid and Ms. Hewitt moved from group to group and sometimes addressed
the entire class, I remained with one group, the focus group, for the duration ofthe
thirteen classes. In this way, Reid l , and to some degree Ms. Hewittl observed and
interacted with the members of the class (including the focus group) during the unit on
Coordinate Geometry. During this time, I obselVed the students in the focus group
closely and made extensive field notes. Although I tried to remain a nonparticipant
ObSCIVCC, there were times when I interacted with the students, either to clarifY the
students' thinking, or to respond to a question posed by one of the students.

This study is centered on the focus group thaI was randomly fonned by the
mathematics teacher", Ms. Hewitt, and randomly selected by me, during the first class
ofthe study. The students and group were selected randomly because (was interested

I Dr. Reid bad his own racan;h a&CDda with tbeclus. See Blackmore, Ouett,& Reid, t996 rora
more 6etailed de$eriptiOll. ofltis (SIld Ms. Hewitt'sl involvement.

:z Ms. Hewitt was llQI: eonsido:red a TYJean:::ll1!r in her own class, in tbe tnIditiorgl $eII$e oftbe Ienn.
Her primary tole remained u lueher, although her interpretation o(tbe experience was: centra.!. 10 the
sl\ldy.
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in investigating a "'typical group" of academic high school students, and not a group
that may have been formed because ofspcc.ial qualities possessed by any ofthe
students. My thinking here was that this might very well be the approach taken by a
classroom teacher. The five students who comprised this focus group shall be referred
to as Valerie, Heather, Bob, Sean and Jeff. These students were typical of those found
in a Level I academic mathematics class. They were all of average intelligence,
though none were overly enthusiastic about math. Their rate ofabsenteeism may have
been higher than normal. All but one student. Bob, was the average age for Grade 10.

Bob, who was two years older than the othCl'S, had previously taken a Basic
mathematics course and was now repeating Math 1300. Four of the five students were
native Newfoundlanders while the fifth student, Heather, was from Taiwan and had
been in the province for approximately six months at the time of the study.

After the classroom observations, Scan and leffdcclined any further involvement in
the study. 11 is also noteworthy that because of student absenteeism, members of the
focus group were placed with members ofother groups at various times during the
study. Therefore, other students from outside the focus group, namely Tom, Mike,
Marie, and Craig will be included in discussions periodically.

This study employed a multiple of data sources: field notes made during classroom
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observations oftbe focus group; individual interviews and problem solving sessions
with Valerie, Heather, and Bob; problem solving sessions with various configwations
ofmembers of the focus group; and. an interview with Ms. Gwen Hewin. All
interviews and problem solving sessions were audiotaped. Appendices C, 0, and E
contain the transcripts of interviews with students, the interview with the teacher, and
problem solving sessions respectively. As well, documents such as student
worksheets, individual and group tests. and Ms. Hewin's journal entries were also
employed in the study.

The problem solving sessions and interviews took place approximately six weeks after
the classroom experience. The time delay was due to several factors. Permission from
all parties involved took longer to obtain than expected. Also, there was a

tw~week

school break: during which no meetings could be arranged. As well, coordinating the
sntdent sessions proved more difficult than initially anticipated.

3.2 Metbodology

As suggested by Croll (1986), the particular problem being studied should determine
the resear<:h.technique. This study represents a qualitative inquiry and is therefore
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inductive in its approach (Maxwell. 1996). At the core of the inquiry is: my altempt 10
understand (and describe) the experience for the participants in a contextual situation
($cott, 1996; Maxwell. 1996; Croll. 1986; Henwood & Pidgeon. 1993) and is open

and emergent in nature (Gleme & PeshJrin. 1992).

Qualitative inquiry has been described as a translation ofculture that as]>ires to
understand the panicipaIlts' world and attempts to b'anslate the text of DVed actions
into a meaningful account (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). It is essentially "constructing
data out of experience" (Wolcott, 1994, p. 13). However, as Wolcon (1.994) Slates, the
real mystique of qualitative inquiry lies not with the process of gatherin.g data but in
the process of interpreting the data..

Qualitative inquiry is the umbrella term for a variety of"philosophical orientations 10
interpretative research" (Glesne & Peshkin. 1992, p. 9). Such orientations include
ethnography, grounded theory, case study, and critical research. ntis study employs
case slUdies of the participants and has its roots in grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss.
1961) in that the descriptions relating to the slUdents, leacher, and their problem
solving sessions described here are discovered through the data. The research
questions were nol developed prior to the study but rather emerged and were refined as
the data was collected. The intention was to develop descriptions rathe:r than theories
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of what the experience might have meant to the participants.

Through the grounded theory theoretical fuunework., I began my quest with a general
notion of investigating (Stainback: & Stainback., 1988) the perceptions ofa group of
students and their teacher regarding their new learning environment and its potential
impact on the students' problem solving ability. A multitude of concepts.
descriptions, and categories emerged. from the data through systematic inspection
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Henwood & Pidgeon, 1993; Glesne & Peshkin, 1992) during
the course of my exploration. In this way theory was treated more as a process than an
end result of the inquiry (Glaser & Strauss, (967). At first, the flow ofdata was
flexible and intense. As I attempted to make sense of the data through coding where
the data is categorized fOT comparison, similarities began to emerge and patterns
evolve. This aspect ofgrounded theory is critical in order for any emCf"ging, evolving
theory to, as Glaser & Strauss (1967) suggest, "61" the data.

In order to establish or at the very least cbed:

f~

IruSlWOrthiness of my data, [ utilized

a multiple-data<oUection method (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). This study employed
three primary sources ofdata collection. Participant and non-participant observation
resulted in extensive field notes from both the classroom and subsequent problem
solving sessions. Individual interviews with each of the three students and their
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mathematics teacher were conducted. These interviews were audiotaped and field
notes were recorded. As well, documents, including student worlcsheets, individual
and group tests based on the classes and joumal entries made by the mathematics

teacher, Ms. Hewitt. which recorded her thoughts and emotions for the thirteen classes
w,",o=!.

This method ofcollecting data from a variety of sources is referred to as triangulation
(Croll, 1986; Glesne& Peshlc.in, 1992; Stainback & Stainback, 1988). In this way, I
attempted to understand and to describe the experience from the perspective ofthe
students, their teacher and myself Looking at the same experience from a variety of
perspectives adds to our understanding of the classroom processes (Croll, 1986).

This study is similar to other qualitative, interpretative works (some of which are
described below) based on case study analysis of episodes, many of which occur in the
context of a mathematics classroom, while investigating various aspects of cooperative
learning. Allowing the study to take place in its natural setting enables the researcher
to regard a classroom as a "setting in which opportunities to learn arise for researchers
as well as for teachers and students" (Cobb, Yackel, & Wood, 1992, p.lOl).

Ongoing work by Paul Cobb and associates (Cobb, Yackel, & Wood, 1992; Cobb,
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1995; Cobb & Whitenack., 1996) involves extensive observations orstudents from a
second grade mathematics class engaged in problem solving using a cooperative
learning mode. The classes wen: videotaped and subjects were interviewed
individually.

A study conducted by Lambdin (1993) explored the issue orhow woricing
cooperatively might affect mathematical problem solving, in particular. what types of
monitoring moves and roles might have occurred among students as they worked
together. The data for this study was accrued through videotapes of problem solving
sessions of three pairs ofcollege age women over a nine-month period and individual
interviews of the same subjects during which they solved mathematical problems.

An intensive case study byGoos and Galbraith (1996) examined the nature and quality

of interactions between students woricing on application problems, focusing on
metacognitive strategies. The subjects were two secondary scbool students who were
selected because they demonstnlted the ability to verbalize and reflect on their
thinking. Data was collected via videotaped problem solving sessions., questionnaires
and retrospective interviews oflhe pair.

A case study conducted by Dees (1990) investigated how and why the cooperative
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method helps students in mathematics.

[n

her work, college students working

cooperatively to solve mathematical problems were observed and subsequently
interviewed.

Aspects of my study have similarities with the works described above. However th~
are differences that might appear to be subtleties on the surface but may prove to be
significant. The subjects here are high school students, Mt primary or college
students. These students were heterogeneously and randomly placed in groups by their
teacher to work together on material from their curriculum during regular mathematics
class. The focus group was randomly selected by me during the introductory session
and not based on any particular criteria or ability.

Although no formal intervention on the teacher's part was made to either prepare the
students for their new learning environment or to assist them in how to work
cooperatively, the first [Wo classes were devoted to solving mathematical problems
wh~

the students were encounged to but not specifically instructed to work

cooperatively. The study lasted for thirteen classes, covering approximately one unit

and thus was not longitudinal in nature. Students were asked to make journal entries
three times during the Coordinate Geometry unit and were required to do group and

individual tests at the completion of the unit. The individual interviews and problem
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solving sessions that followed. approximately six weeks later, were conducted during
the students' lunch break. The interview with the teacher took place after school
approximately two months after the unit on Coordinate Geometry had concluded.

J-J Post-Unit p.-oblerm

The problems were presented to the students in three fonnats - one problem that was to
be solved individually during the individual interviews, two problems that were 10 be
solved in pairs during the pairs' problem solving sessions, and one final problem !.hat
was to be solved as a group during the group problem solving session.

Individual Problem

As I interviewed Jeff, Heatbe.-, and Bob individually, I asked them each to solve the

following problem which shall be referred to as the Chicken and Pig problem.

Chicken and Pig Problem
Tom and Sue saw some chickens and pigs in a barnyard. Tom said,
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"There are /8 chic:kns and pigs. .. Sue said. "Yes. and a/togetherrhey
ha\lf! 51 legs. .. How many chickens and how many pigs did tht)' see?

This problem was chosen for several reasons. Firstly, I felt that this problem was not
overly challenging mathematically for the students as no complex algebraic
computations were involved and no advanced previous mathematical knOWledge was
necessacy. Secondly, the solution 10 this problem could be attained through a variety
of approaches. Possible solutions include: using trial and error where the student
might guess what Dumber times two and another number times four sums to 52; using
a syslem of linear equations; or drawing a chart or table to compare the number oftegs
with the number of animals. A third reason is a personal interest in process problems.
I have spent some time delving into how problems such as the Chicken and Pig
problem have been used in research on problem solving.

Pairs Problems

In subsequent problem solving sessions students woric::ed in pairs. Heather and Valerie
were the first pair followed by Heather and Bob. Scheduling problems prevented a
session with Bob and Valerie. During both of these sessions the following problems
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referred to as the Lizard amd the Jug problems respectively, were presented to the
students to solve cooperatively.

Lizard Problem
Aaron collects

liz~rds.

beetles. and worms. He has more worms t/rall

lizards and beetl~ together. Altogether in the collection there are
twelve heads and ~nty-six legs. How many lizards does Aaron have?

Jug Prohlenl
How can you carry exactlylour litres olwaterfrom a river if only a
threelitrejugand aftwlitrejugareavailabie?

I chose the Lizard problem because it was similar to the Chicken and Pig problem
from the previous session and hoped that students might recognize this and make
connections to it. I disco\Jered this problem in the book Thinking Mathematically by
Mason, Burton and Srace)r' (1982), which concentrates on providing its readers with
strategies fOT solving a vaJriety ofmathematical problems. Though more challenging
than the Chicken and Pig (problem in that it had three variables, I felt that the
mathematics involved woruld not be too challenging for the pair. Like the Chicken and
Pig problem, there were ~veral possible solution paths that could be pursued. Perhaps
the most significant reasom for choosing this problem was that I felt it was conducive
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for discussion and working cooperatively.

The Jug problem was given to the students to solve because I felt it was different
enough from the first two problems to elicit more opponunities for discussion. The
problem did not rely on numerical manipulations. Rather, it focused on logical
thinking and its solution required an oral explanation. The first pair of students,
Heather and Valerie, unfortunately did not have sufficient time to analyse the problem.

Group Problem

During the third and final session, attended by Heather, Valerie and Bob, the following
problem was given. This problem shall be referred to as the Licence problem.

Licence Problem
The licence plafe on my car containsfil'e different digits. Although my

brother installed it upside-down. it still shows a jive-digit number. The
only thing is. the new number is 63 783 more than the old number.
What is the original licence plate number?

I discovered this problem in an article by Lambdin (1993) which described a study
Pcn;eptioDS ofCbangc in School Malhclmtics
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about bow people working together monitor themselves and what roles they take while
solving a mathematical problem. I found the srudy and the problem to be relevant to
my pwsuits and felt that working in coopention would enhance solving this problem
with peers. Deciding which digits are possible in the licence plate., ones that are
numbers upside-down, might be a good starting point for discussion among che group.

3.4 Participants

Since the srudents in the focus group, namely, Valerie, Heather and Bob, comprise the
core of the study, a description of each is included to help the reader gain a bener
understanding of them. A description ofche mathematics teacher, Ms. Gwen Hewitt,
is also provided for the reader's benefiL

Heather

Heather, originally from Taiwan, had been living in Canada for approximately sill:
months at the time of the srudy. The English language was a problem for her. She did
not know, for eumple, many nfthe terms in the Lizard or Jug problems and needed
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clarification about what the problems were actually asking. Heather was hesitant and
fae from fluent in English. She possessed an electronic translator but she used it more
when dealing with the written material. I did not see ber use it during the unit on
Coordinate Geometry, the interview, or the problem solving sessions that followed.

Heather was a quiet, pleasant girl. She was fifteen years old at the time of the study,
which is the average age for a Levell student. She was probably the most enthusiastic
member of the focus group and perhaps the most capable. Heather appeared to be
confident in her mathematical ability, although the apparent language and cultural.
barrier may have hampered her demonstration ofthis ability.

Bob

Bob is a native Newfoundlander and the oldest student in the focus group. Although
he was enrolled in a Levell math class, he was a Level

mstudent.

NonnaJly this

would have been his senior year in high school, but because or his situation in
mathematics he may require another year or possibly two in order 10 obtain enough
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credits to graduate]. After completing Gntde nine, Bob had taken and failed Math
1300 but then took a Basic math cowse and was now repeating Math 1300.

Bob was not overly assertive or confident,. but he was not a passive person either. He
appeared to be a fiiendlyand easygoing person. Bob, perhaps because ofms age,
seemed more serious and perhaps more mature than many oCthe other students in the
class.

Valerie

Valerie is a native Newfoundlander and was fifteen yean: old when the study was
conducted. Therefore, she was an average age for a Levell student. Valerie could be
described as a quiet. diligent girl. At first, it appeared Valerie might have had the
least to offer to berclassmate5 in terms ofcooperating with them to solve
mathematical problems. However, as time went on this impression proved to be false.
Valerie possessed more ability than she had given herselfcrcdit Cor. She did not seem
to be very confident in her problem solving ability but was very keen (in an

] lo Newfoundland, stlldeots require rour credits in matbematic:s to gnr.duate. Math 1300
CODStitutes three credits, SO ODe or more courses would be required. Ae<:eptane:e to most p<)stse<:oodary
institutions would reqUUl: a further _dditiooal course in mathematic_ (either Math 3200 or Math 3201).
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unassuming way) on taking on whatever task was pl"eSented 10 her.

Ms. Gwen Hewitt

The mathematics teacher, Ms. Hewitt. although an experienced teacher, had not had
much experience conducting her classes where her students were grouped together
while solving problems. She had typically employed the traditional approach where
she introduced a topic though lecture, presented notes and sample problems and then
assigned similar tasks for her students to solve individually. Consequently this new
learning environment was just as new for her as it was for her students.

Unfortunately Ms. Hewitt felt that the students in the class did Dot know what was
expected of them• something she would tty to rectify next time by focusing 00 group
behaviours. During her interview, she made an inleresting comment, putting it all into
perspective:
"We didn't just ask them to work. in groups and do the same kind of
work they've always dooe. We asked them to work in groups and
do a lotally different method of learning. studying, thrown at them
all at the one lime and I don't know if they had time 10 adjust to any
of it before we plunged in. That's why I think things went so well."
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Chapter 4 Field Notes

This section contains summaries of field notes from two different sources: field notes
of the students in the focus group during the thirteen classes ofCoordinate Geometty,
and field notes made during the problem solving sessions and interviews that
followed. The worksheets and tests referred to in this section can be found in
Appendix B and transcripts of the problem solving sessions can be found in Appendix
E.

4.1 Field Notes of Focus Group in Class

Class I

Valerie, Heather, Bob, Sean, and Jeffpresent

During the first twenty minutes or so ofthe first class, students were given a quiz on
material they had just covered. After the quiz was completed. students moved to their
assigned groups. There was some shuffling of groups 10 aCcOlmt for absent students.
Then problem number one was given.
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Problem I:
Given 69x64=4416
and

96 x 46 -4416

Why?

The students in the focus group did not discuss the problem very much and seemed to
work relatively independently. Heather- soon found another pair ofnumbers that
worked and continued to look for other pairs. Just before the class ended, Valerie
recognized that the digits of the numbers were reversed.

Class 2

Heather, Valerie., Bob. and JetTpresent

Students continued with the problem from last class. Bob suggested to the others that
the numbers' digits were multiplied although he bad difficulty getting his paint across
until he used an example. He wrote:

93 x 26
39x62

Bob:

See, 9 x 2 is the same as 3 x 6, so when you switch the digits., you get
the same.

The others readily agreed with Bob's explanation and after a few moments, during
which it appeared that they tried it with another pair of numbers, they seemed satisfied
to move onto the second problem.
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Problem 2:
What is the value ofx if 410 + 410 :. 2"" ?

The students worked independently again. Valerie tried 10 use her calculator to work
it out and soon real.ized il was futile. Heather worked on her own until Bob asked
4 zo + 4 20 .. 4.tO

what she had written. She showed him:

2"" _4<10
x=80

They all appeared happy with this. When Jeff asked her how she got 80 in the last
line, Heather could not explain herself very well, which led to a discussion about
whether x could actually be a number. Valerie remarked that she could not remember
the rules for exponents and turned to me for help. I asked them "What would happen
ifil had been? + ??".

:aZO was the consensus among the group. r then asked them

''How can you use this infonnation?" They continued for a while, basically on their
own. The teacher then came over 10 the group and saw that Bob had written 41 + 41 ".

2'.
Ms. Hewitt: What can you do with that?
Bob: WeU 4 1 .. 16...

Ms. Hewitt: Bring this as far as you can.
Unfortunately he didn't get much ofan opporntnity to pursue this because within a
couple of minutes the class was called together 10 discuss the solutions of the two
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problems and the remainder ofthe class was spent summarizing solutions. The
students in the focus group did not contribute to the class discussion.

Class 3

Heather, Valerie, Bob, and Jeffpre5Cnt

The third class marked the actual beginning of the unit on Coordinate Geometry. Ms.
Hewitt, by means of introduction, related the story of Descartes and the fly on lhe
ceiling. Then the first worksheet consisting of six problems was distributed to the
students. 1be task involved matching tables of values and equations with their
corresponding graphs. Jeff quickly found a solution to the first question and explained
to Valerie and Heather that he just checked the x's andy's from the two endpoints and
found the set that worked. The girls seemed satisfied with this explanation and
Valerie turned and explained it 10 Bob. They then went on to answer the next question
independently and compared answers.

When lhey started question number three, Bob was confused by the fact that the
"answers are expressions", and not tables of values; and that these expressions
contained an x but no y. "Where is the yT he asked Valerie. She tried to explain it
but he said that he found it was ""a bit fuzzy". Then Heather attempted to explain it
and Bob asked her to write it out fully.
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She wrote:

- 'h(-2) -I
,-

I

Bob: Where did the -2 come from in the fust line?
Heather: From the table.
Bob: Olc.... but isn't l times -I (in the second line) equal to -I?

Heather: No, that's subtract, oot multiply.
Bob: Oh, ok.
Bob seemed content with this, although it didn'r answer his question about the missing

y. The group members then set out again to work independently on number four.
Soon the boys gave up what they were working on and looked at what Valerie and
Heather were doing. When Valerie got an answer, she explained to Jeff and Bob that
she had. taken an "orderul pair from the table of values (-2., -5)" and replaced thex in
both equations with -2 and worked out her answer as follows:
-(_2)1+2(_2)+3

--4 +·4 +3
-5
incorrect y value

corrcctyvalue

Both Jeffand Bob recorded the answer on their own sheets and Jeffalso suggested that
they check an orderul pair from the graph to see ifit fit the expression.
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Since there were only about ten minutes remaining in class Ms. Hewitt asked the entire
class to discuss bow they were doing.. She called on Valerie to explain how her group
had matched a table of values with a graph to which Valerie simply replied, "Wejust
tried the first and last coordinates". While the class discussion was laking place, Jeff
and Bob kept working on question number five from the sheet.

Class 4

Bob, Heather, Valerie, and Jeffpresent

Class started with a brief review and Ms. Hewitt asked Heather to explain how !hey
gol their answer to question three. Heather's response was ''You pick x values and put
them into expression to gety". Ms. Hewitt continued to explain bow graphs of
quadratics were different from linear graphs since parabolas were also found on the
worksheet. Then the students were instrucled 10 continue with question five. Once
again, the students in the focus group started to work independently, Heather got an
answer first and sbowed it to everyone, Bob remarked ''Boy, I wouldn't be able to get
that by myself', They all sat in silence for a few moments and then set offto work
again on their own. Bob, looking at what Valerie had written asked, "How did you get
these points?", When Valerie hesitated, Jeffinterrupted and said, "Whenever you see
an x, put the value in and work it out. Don't use x, just -5".
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The group finished the worksheet and while waiting for other groups to finish. they
wtte requested to make ajoumaJ entry:

~Explain

how a graph, table of values and

equations are related". Srudents were given about ten minutes to respond. Bob,
Hearher, Valerie and Jeff all seemed to struggle with this and it took seven..l minutes
before they actually started to write anything. Valerie commented to me '''this is the
hardest part" to which I replied, "That's because you're not used to it"".

Shortly thereafter, the second worksheet was distributed. This worksheet consisted of
six graphs for wh.ich the students were required to find corresponding equations. Bob
remarked, "Gee, this is a whole lot of work." He then started with ordered pairs but
stopped to check something in h.is textbook. Jeffand Valerie both looked back to the
first worksheet. Jeffwrote y-x! but couldn't get it to work. Bob looked on and said
it should be double., not squared. but wrote out y'"

~

x instead. Just as the bell rang.

Bob realized his mistake and changed it to y '"' 2.1:. Valerie, Heather, and Jeffwere
confused but said they'd look at it next class.

Class 5

Bob, Valerie, Heather, and Jeffpresent

Students picked up where they left off last class, aJthough they appeared hesitant to
start. Since only one of the group members could find the worksheet, they had to
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share and I was curious whether this would encourage collaboration. Heather looked
through her textbook. Valerie wrote out a lable of values but then ensed il. Bob
thought that x was haIfofy and wrote y =

a.

The others looked on but didn't seem to

know what to do to determine if Bob was right, so [ suggested. that they try ordered
pairs from the line to see if they worked. in the equation. After they each tried this, it

was agreed that question one was correcl.

Aft.er moving on to question two, Bob initiated discussion by offering his ordered
pairs.
Bob: y is always 3 more than x. Do you agree with this?
Heather: Igoty-3x.
Bob: Is that what you got?
Heather. No, I don't think so.

A debate that might have taken place to detennine which equation was correct did not
occur, but rather discussion seemed to be curtailed by this exchange. There was an
awkward silence that followed; the students appeared to just stop, uncertain about
what to do. I intervened and suggested that they could perhaps verify points. After a
couple ofmmutes of working independently, the following exchange took place.
Heather: Is the answer y - x + 3?
Jeff: No, it can't be because 2 gives you -I, not S.
Bob: Maybe it's minus 3 instead... yeah that's right.
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No attempt was made to verify; nor did further discussion transpire. The students,
nonetheless, seemed encouraged by the events and went on to question three.

Jeff: I looked at rise over run. Question three and four pass through zero, so
it's going to be the same as question one, a 2x or something, not an add.
Heather. How about this one: y = x -I?
Bob/Jeff: Yeah, that's right.
In question four, Jeff suggested that, "'y is half :e". When Bob noticed that was

negative, Jeffreplied., "It doesn't matter, just change the sign". Heatherca.utiously
proposed "y ... -Yi:c" and both Jeffand Bob agreed. Not bothering to check whether
this was correct, they moved on to question five, where they appeared to encounter
difficulty. Bob was soon confused about what to do with the point (-I, -I). Jeff
responded, "don't bother about that one" and continued working on the problem. The
other three students sat and watched for a few moments, at which time I interceded and
suggested they try something. Bob, who was still stuck on what to do with (·1, -I),

began to work with Jeffas Valerie looked on. Heather, working by herself, came up
withy'" 1%+ 2 and showed the others. Valerie, Bob and Jeffaceepted her answer and
appeared ready to move on.

Just as they were about to start on question six, Ms. Hewitt called the entire class
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logethtt to discuss how the groups were doing. She randomly asked Jeff to go to the
board and explain his group's strategy for question one. Jeff, who had been a driving

fO£t:e within his own group. experienced difficulty explaining and basically said that
theyhadjust picked 2.r "out ofthe air"'. Bob came to his rescue and added that they
found all the y's were double the x 's.

Following this discussion students were asked to finish the worksheet for tomorrow
and were given the last ten minutes or 50 to make a second journal entry: "How do
you find the equation ofa line given just the graph?",

Class 6

Heather present. along with three other members of the
class - Tom, Mike, and Mark.

Because of poor weather conditions, only four students were present in class. Ms,

Hewitt grouped these four together and went over the last two questions from the
worksheet, questions five and six. The teacher led the group discussion and offem:l
suggestions for finding equations, even to the point ofdiscussing slope intercept fonn
and parameters m and b. Heather remained quiet during the entire class, although it
did appear that she was following the discussion.
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Class 7

Valerie and Heather present

Students started class by finishing questions five and six from the worksheet
previously given out in class. Heather, in explaining to Valerie what was discussed
yesterday in her absence, said "If x = 0 andy = -3, then the equation isy =x times
something minus three". Things seemed to go smoothly and quietly for a short time,
until Valerie encountered difficulty picking out the y-intercept from the table of
values. She said that she understood it while Heather was explaining it but when she
started on her own she soon got stuck and needed help. Heather had difficulty
verbalizing what she had done.

A teacher led class diSCUSSion on writing equations ensued, resulting in summary
points being written on the board. During most of the class the girls remained quiet
and worked relatively independently.

Class 8

Valerie and Heather present, and worked with two other
class members, Craig and Torn

Since the only group members present today were Valerie and Heather, they were
placed with Craig and Tom, students from another group, who were in a similar
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position in their group. Students were given the third worksheet to work on together.
The objective orthis worksheet, which contained nine problems., was to find equations
for pairs of intersecting or par.J1lellines.

From the outset, then: existed a different atmosphere within the group. Craig's

enthusiastic initial response to the assigned work: was "Ok., what have we here...we've
got to find two equations, not just one". This seemed to "break the icc" and the
students joined together, perhaps for the first time, to analyse what was expected or
them. Tom soon realized that their task was not as difficult as they first thought
because the lines were on the same slant. Valerie seemed more in synch with what
was being discussed and even volunteered information from time to time. Her
involvement in today's work had noticeably increased, while Heather continued to
work on her own as she had done in previous classes.

After working on questions one through four, Valerie came to a realization and said to
the others "TIle first part is always the same and the second part is always different".
Tom responded with "Ok., then the slant is the same and the slope is the same".
Today's class seemed to be one in that at least three students wen: working together
and making progress.
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Class 9

Heather. Bob. and Sean present

Today the groups reported to the class their strategies for writing equations. Questions
on intersecting lines were then assigned to the groups. Sean, who had been absent for
several days, was quite behind the others. Heather attempted to explain to Sean and
Bob how to write equations but had difficulty, even with Ms. Hewitt's help. Soon they
quietened down and worked on their own.

As time went on. it not only appeared that the students were working by themselves. I

also had the impression that they were working at three different levels. Heather
seemed to have a finn grasp ofthe concepts but had difficulty explaining them. Bob
seemed to work at a more basic [evel, requiring a table of values to assist him. Sean
was still at the introductory level and spent several minutes just ftnding ordered pairs.
Not much interaction took place throughout the class, as it appeared that the students
were unable to help each other and perhaps unable 10 ask each other for help.

Class 10

Heather, Valerie, Bob, and Sean present

At the beginning of class the groups reported on equations for intersecting lines. The
students in the focus group, however, seemed disinterested in the discussion. Sean had
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his head down on his desk, Bob was in a daze and Valerie doodled on ber exercise
book. The teacher then drew four examples on the board and asked various questions

about them. Students were lhen asked to make a third journal entty: "'Summarize what
you know about slope". No conversation took place within the focus group while they
completed this entry.

The final worksheet was then distributed. 11l.is fourth worksheet, containing seven
questions, was a review oftopics such as equations, slope and y.intercept. The
students appeared weary and didn't Slart right away. It is possible that Utis lethargy
may be attributed 10 the perceived heavy workload. After a few unproductive minutes,
I felt obligated to intercede and help to get them started. However, not much

enthusiasm was sparked and the remainder of the class was prettyquiel and
uneventful.
Class II

Heather, Bob, Valerie, and Sean present

Today's class was spent reviewing the material CQvered thus fae in Coordinate
Geometry as group and individual tests were to be given during the next two classes.
The teacher led most of the discussion; consequently there was not much to report
from the focus group.
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Bob, Valerie, Hea1ber, and Sean present

A group test containing foW" questions was administered today. The teacher did not
give time allobnents for the questions on the test; students were expected to pace
themselves while answering the questions together. The times indicated below reflect
the amount oftime the students in the focus group spent on each ofthe test questions.
It was interesting to observe the students' attempts to answer these questions, not only

because there seemed to be more pressure to produce today but because each of the
questions required an explanation. This was something that the students seemed to
avoid in the past.

Question #1 (students spent fow-minutes on this question)
Bob: How can you tell if lines arc parallel?
Sean: l don't know. I wouldn't want to have to draw them out.
Heather drew both lines on scrap paper while the others watched.
Valerie: Parallel because the rise and run arc both the same.
Bob: That's good enough.

Question #2 (students spent three minutes on this question)
Sean: [don't understand that. (reads the question again)
Heather: (starts to draw the line) No, it's not.
Bob: Why not?
Sean: Because it doesn't look like one (laughs).
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Bob; Let's go on to the next one and come back after.

Question #3 (students spent six minutes on this question)
Nothing happened for a few minutes, until Heather and Valerie started to plot the
points.
Heather: No, it's not a line.
Valerie: The coordinates don't go in a tine, I think.
Students appeared stuck again.
Bob: Just write down I don't know.

Question #4 (students spent 21 minutes on this question)
Sean: You know the point on the y-axis is the same for A and B.
Bob: But it's not even a poinL
Heather: It's2.5.
Each student wrote something down. Heather got frustrated and scribbled out what
she had written.

Sean: The points she (the teacher) gave us are not anywhere near the line...
Wouldn't you just have to find the slope ofB? ... That's not going to
work.
Gwen: What are you looking for?
Bob: Equation ofB.
Sean; Can you take it from here, rise 2 and run 4?
Bob; I got 1/2.
Sean: Ok.. 2/4 breaks down to 112.
Gwen: Did you explain it?
Sean: We did - rise I run.
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Gwen: ls rise/ron anything legitimate:?

Sean; Risclrun gives the: slope: in equation.
Gwc:n:Ok.
Vale:rie:; We:ll we: know the: y-inte:teept is the same: as line: A and we: got slope:
now. (tcan't be: much more than that.
Bob; We: know what we:'re doing; it's just hard to write: it out.
The:y finally agreed to write:y '"

YI:C

+ -512 stating the:ir reasoning the rise/ron is

~

and the y-intercc:pt is the same as line: A.
Sean: Shouldn't we be: given the equation for A?
BobNalerieIHeather. We: are.
Bob; Parallellinc:s have same: slope. right?
Sean: Then we just need to find the y-inte:teepL
Valerie:: It's given to us, (0, 8).
Bob: Now to explain it.••
Heather. Both lines have: same: rise/run because: they're paraJle:l.
Valerie:; They'rejust at the y-axis at different places.
Bob: Alright, we:'re done:.
Vale:rie:; Wait, we got to go back to question numbet" 2.

With only about three minutes left in class the:y looked back at question number two
but they were not really focused on iL Sean put on his coat and put his pen in his
jacket while Bob, Valerie and Heather discussc:d the: problem briefly.

Bob: What can we say here?
Heather. Itdoc:sn'tfit.
Bob: Just saypoinls don't fit the line.
Valerie; That's good.
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At this point all the students were finishing and the srudents in the focus group
appea.ml. satisfied with their effort.

Class 13

Heath«. Valerie. Bob, and Sean present

Srudents were given individual tests to work on in this class; consequently there was
not much opportunity 10 observe interactions among the members ofthe focus group.

4.2 Field Notes from Problem Solviog Sessions

Chicken and Pig Problem
The Chicken and Pig problem was given to Heather. Bob. and Valerie as part of their
individual interviews. These occurred during separnte sessions.. Hence no
collaboration took place among them. The problem is restated here:

Chicken and Pig Problem
Tom and Sue saw some chickens and pigs in a barnyard. Tom said,
'There are 18 chickens and pigs. .. Sue said, .. Yes, and alrogerher rhey
have 51 legs. .. How many chickens and how many pigs did rhey see?
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Heather-read the problem and asked for clarification on the number of legs that a
crucken has. She was also confused over-the wording oflhe problem as she lhought
that there were eighteen chickens rather than eighteen animals in total.

Once she understood the problem, Heather didn't hesitate in establishing a strategy.
She immediately set up a system of equations and arrived at a correct answer within a
few minutes, although she didn't check her answer. There was

DO

attempt to Review

or to Look Back until I inquired if she was sure of her answer.

When Bob was given the same problem on another day, bis initial response was "I
don't know how to go about it". He was confused by the wording oflhe problem and
like Heather, lbought there was eighteen chickens. After a brief discussion with me
about how he might start, Bob figured that "You can get a bunch ofanswers for that,
you can get different ones". He then set out to find one solution by trial and error and
solved the problem after a few minutes. Bob then appeared to check the accuracy of
bis answer by substituting the values he got back into the problem and seemed
satisfied that he was correct. At this point he stiU believed that other solutions were
possible but could not find any that worked.
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Valerie read the problem and worked quietly for several minutes. She. like the others.
confused the numb« ofchickens with the number of animals in total. Once given
proper directions Valerie offered a guess. Her response ofnine pigs and nine chickens
was incorrect. After realizing the mistake, she tried several combinations until finally
trying eight pigs and ten chickens. However, when she told me her answer, she said,
"There are thirty-two pigs and twenty chickens", not realizing that she gave the
number of legs instead. She apparently bad nOI checked her answer, or if she had, had
not done so successfuUy.

Lizard Problem

The lizard problem was given to Heather and Valerie in the first problem solving
session, and lhen subsequently to Heather and Bob in the second problem solving
session. The problem is restated here:

Lizard Problem
Aaron collects lizards. beetles. and worms. He has more worms than
lizards and beetles logether. Altogelher in the collection lhere an:
twelve heads and twenty-six legs. How many lizards does Aaron have?

When Heather and Valerie began the Lizard problem, Heather asked numerous
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questions, mostly concerning vocabulary used in the problem. (t took some time 10
clarify the problem because both students seemed confused by the wording of the
problem. They then worked on their own and not much interaction took place for
several minutes. Heather set up a system of equations using three variables with two
equations, while Valerie wrote something and then quickly erased it. There didn't
seem to be any evidence ofprogrcss so r suggested that we move on to the next
problem, a problem that shall be referred to as the Jug problem.

The second session, in which Heather and Bob tried the Lizard problem, was an
interesting contrast to the first one. The only question asked was to clarify the number
of legs beetles have. After a long silence, Bob announced that he "got it" and
proceeded to explain his solution of trial and error to Heather who said that she
understood the explanation.

Jug Problem
The Jug problem was administered in the same manner as the Lizard problem. The
problem is restated here:
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JIlg Problem
How can you carry uacllyfour li,res ofwater from a river if only 1I
lhree litrejug and a jive litre jug are available?

Heather and Valerie were the first pair to try this problem. As with the Lizard
problem. confusion over vocabulary ensued whicb had to be addressed before the
problem could be analysed. Unfortunately, before the students really had a chance to
look at the problem, the bell rang and the students' pursuits were interrupted.

When Heather and Bob were presented with the Jug problem, Bob's immediate
response was "This doesn't even make sense", After some prompting on my part, they
appeared to make an effort. This problem seemed to invoke discussion, however
Heather did not appear to be open or able to do so. Most of the conversation that took
place during this session was between Bob and myself. They did manage to solve it
though, and wen: even able to explain their thinking to Valerie during the final
problem solving session.

Licence Problem
The licence problem was given to all three students in the third and linaJ problem
solving session. The problem is restated here:
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Licence Problem
The licence plate on my car contairttfive different digits. Although my
brolher installft! it upside-down, II slill shows a five-digit mtmber. The
only thing is. the new number is 63 783 more than the old number.
Whal is the anginal licence plate number?

Shortly after reading the problem, Bob repeated the same sentiment as earlier and
said "r don't have a clue". Then, after a long period of silence, Bob initiated
discussion by asking his partners "Do either of you know anything?". Heather
recognized that only certain digits would work. ones that look like numbers upside
down, and the three studeots spent some time getting all possible digits. They soon
settled in and tried the different digits on their own. Shortly thereafter, Bob started to
lose interest and began tapping 00 the desk while Valerie and Heather appeared to be
writing and erasing numbers.

After a period of what I considered unproductive time. (I considered it unproductive
time because the students were just sitting there and were not talking or writing. It
appeared to me that they were each stuck), I felt that they might require some
assistance, so I intervened and suggested that they systematically substitute the
possible digits into the licence plate number and add it to the digits of63783. Once
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they had a strategy. albeit not oftheir own doing, they were off. The students sec:ned
to become. perhaps for the first time, interested in solving the problem and actually
worked together in making suggestions. At one point they even overcame a dilemma
they encountered when Valerie asked. "What happens when you carry?" Eventually
the problem was solved and a briefdiscussion ensued.
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Chapter 5 Analysis

Prior to this experience. the students in this class, like many other mathematics
students, were accustomed to the traditional style of mathematics classes. The teacher
taught a topic at the board while the students sat in rows and observed the lesson.

After the lecture the students were then expected to practice the skill previously
demonstrated. Little dialogue or discussion transpired among the students and the
teacher's role then switched to monitoring the students' progress and keeping them on
track and on task. Homework was then assigned and the class typically ended only to
resume the same way the next day.

Consequently these students bad little exposure to working with one another within the
classroom setting especially in a setting where they are expec'ed to find things out for
themselves. As a means to provide students with a period of adjustment to the new
approach., students were given two problems to work on with their group. After two
classes, the unit on Coordinate Geometry conunenced. Students within their group
were given worksheets containing graphs of lines and were asked to make connections

between the graphs and various components, namely, tables of values, slopes, and
equations.
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From a cooperntive learning point of view, this approach is far from ideal, especially
when we consider the type ofstudents in the class. Most of these students would
require much time and support before they were truly able to work with one another in
a productive manner (Johnson & Johnson, 1990). HoweVer", as all high school math
teachef'S are aware, time is a critical variable. Most high school math teachers,
including Ms. Hewitt, are eVer" conscious of the time necessary to cover the required
matenal. During her interview Ms. Hewitt said, "time is one of your biggest problems
and it's really played by ear in a unit like this". It is therefore understandable why only
two classes were devoted to onenting the students to their new envirorunent.

It is unrealistic, however, for teachers to place students into groups and expect them to

automatically cooperate. The ability to consult, discuss, question. and plan does not
occur naturally by simply rearranging the layout ofthe classroom. Dces (1990)
reported that students, especially weaker and less confident ones, would require much
help and exposure before they truly are able to learn coopentive1y. As I observed the
focus group over a period of thirteen classes. I felt they were still womng
independently and merely verifying their answers with each other. Little discussion
took place during the "problem solving" itself: Perhaps, as was suggested by Artzt
(1996), their lack of selfconfidence Wldermined their ability to work cohesively as a
group. In fact they often consulted with me to verify their theory, to get them started
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or to bail rnem out when lbcy gol stuck. When one student arrived at an answer, the
others accepted it readily. It seemed that getting an answer, any answer was the goal.
Often the answer finally given was not the correct answer.

During the group test, this attitude was also evident. It seemed thai as long as
someone could orreran answer, the resl were satisfied. Test taking skills appeared to
be weak among the focus group. The students did not pace themselves and in fact for
the most part, they seemed oblivious of time. They did not appear 10 employ any
apparent strategy. Ofcourse it is noteworthy that these students have probably never
collaborated on a test before; so coordinating four minds on such a task is not an easy
one to accomplish. Even Ms. Hewitt admitted that some students in the class were
"'thrown for a loop" by the group test.

While the focus in the classroom was on Coordinate Geometry, my interest in the
experience went beyond whether the group could find the slope ofa given line. My
interest lay in bow the students worked together to solve problems presented to them

in class, since the abilities to cooperate and solve problems are important life skills
transcending mathematics class. In particular, I wondered what perceived effect the
ell:posure to this environment might have on the students' abilities to solve problems
while working together. The analysis and discussion presented here will be related to
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the researeh questions posed for this study. These questions are:

1. How do these students feel about their new learning envirorunent. especiaHy

with respect to how !hey solved ma!hematical problems while working together?

1. What are their teacher's pen:eptions with respect to her students as a result
of such an experience?

J. What ace my own perceptions of the experience; especially with respect to
bow the students solved problems and worked together?

4. What were some factors that appeared significant for the students in this
ma!hematics class?
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5.1 Research Qu.estions

1. How do these students feel about their new learning environment, especially
with respect to bow they solved mathematical problems while working together?

Heather, Valerie, and Bob all agreed that the experience of working with each other 00
problems during the unit on Coordinate Geometry was a worthwhile one and each
offered interesting perspectives as to why they felt this way. Valerie told me during
her interview that working this way made her "look at it better because we had more
time and we had to figure it out without Miss telling us exactly wbat to do'". Heather
said that, "If we work in a group, students can think more, I think". Bob echoed this
sentiment when be said "the other way she"s (the teacher) leaching and she's showiog
you, this is how you solve it, but like that way you had to figure out, ok, how do I solve
it? You had to figure out how to solve it and then solve it. It made me think more.~

Another point that all three students were in agreement with was the fact that group
members took some time to adjust to each other. Bob felt that working with the same
people for an extended period of time was beneficial because, as he said, "you get to
know the students" and thus are more willing and able 10 ask questions. Valerie
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shared this viewpoint and feltlhat after getting used to the other group members, she
would get confused ifsbe went to otheT c:lass members for help. Heather, ooweveT,
believed that working with the group for an extended period of lime might have
slowed the pace in the course.

Neither Valerie nor Heather felt that the experience altered their opinion about coming
to math class. Bob, on the other hand, found that it changed how he felt about coming

to math class and said that woricing with a group was not as boring and "definitely less
stre:ssfur'. They all agreed that they preferred worlciog with their classmates but for
different reasons. Valerie., for example., explained that "you get more ideas from
people and if you don't undentand, they'll explain it to you and how 10 do it". Bob
found that it was "easier to understand and you don't have to ask the teacher as much".
Heather, early in her interview, reported that the traditional method was her preferred
learning environment because in her country, students were not usually placed in
groups and that the traditional way was "a better way to learn". later, however, she
admitted that working in groups held some merit in that "you can talk and for me I can
learn English... and everyone has their own opinion".

It is interesting to note that following the conclusion oCthe Coordinate Geometry unit,
students in this class continued to work with their classmates on mathematical
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problems during class. This time, however, lhe students cbose their owo groups. Bob
chose 10 work with another boy named Slephen, although Sean from the focus group
continued to sit with Bob and Stephen whenever he was present. Bob, who staled
during his interview that he felt that groups which are comprised of friends would not
be productive because 100 much time would be spent tallcing and wasting time, said

that he considered Stephen to be "a friend here but not outside ofclass" and regarded it
10 be a beneficial arrangement. Heather chose to work with Lucy, another Taiwanese
student and said that she found this arrangement more comfortable because, as she
said, "we are the same kind". She also said that if the teacher asked her to work with
other students in the class, she would not find it as difficult because she now has
experience working with others, although she admits that she would not voluntarily
move to another group. Valerie chose to work with two classmates whom she
considered friends but said that she did not fmd any significant differences between
working with this group and the focus group.

2. What are their teacher's perceptions with respect to her students as a result
of such an experience?

Although Ms. Hewitt was an experienced teacher, she said that she found herself
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occupying a very different position during the study than she would normally occupy.
She felt very much like a novice teacher, unsure ofher next step. She found herself
tr.lnSformed from a purveyor of knowledge [0 a facilitator even though she admined
fmding herselfoccasionally reverting back to her old ways.

[n

an early journal entry,

Ms. Hewitt wrote, "true investigative teaching requires a constant awareness of one's
every action. at least in the early stages of adopting this metlJod".

For Ms. Hewitt the experience was both exhausting and stressful. yet during her
interview she repeated her enthusiasm for trying another unit based on the same
methodology. She felt that the shift in focus from her as teacher to the students was
important. All too often leachers have the underlying philosophy that they are
supposed to fix the problems or errors encountered by students rather than allowing
them to find things out for themselves. She also felt that through this experience she
realized. that her students were able to think much better than she thought they could.

Ms. Hewitt found the entire project to be a learning experience for her. Not only did
she learn more about her students and bow they thought; she also learned about herself
and her teaching style. She wrote in her journal "I'm so used to hearing the answers a
certain way thaiI'm not always listening 10 and accepting the responses when
presented in somewhat convoluted reasoning or from a different perspective" and later
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"I realize I've gotten inlO a rut ofseeing !hings in a

I\.8lTOW

manner and the students'

richness of reasoning are exhilarating for me".

She: admitted thai she was surprised to discover the amount of knowledge that her
students in !his class possessed - more than she had given them credit for. She found
lhis very encouraging. She also found that, through this experience, she gained some
respect for the fact that Ihey do think much better Ihan she had Ihought.

Ms. Hewitt did not feel Ihat any long-term effect on problem solving abilities per se
had occurred as a result of placing the students in Iheir new learning environment,
primarily because the unit had been a relatively shan one. Since Ihe conclusion of the
cooperative learning session, many things in the class had reverted back to the norm,
despite the fact thai the students were still being encouraged 10 work logether. She
believed that a more intensive; long-term. experience might have had a more
permanenl impacL It did, however, as she put it ''break the ice" allowing students in
the class to become more comfortable with one another.

Sbe also observed effects on

related issues in her students such as cooperation, confidence; and group dynamics.

With respecl to the students in the focus group. Ms. Hewitt bad some interesting
descriptions and impressions ofwbat effect working together on a problem solving
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unit might have had on them. She felt that Heather was a good worker hut kept herself
very distant and didn't have much ofan understanding about cooperative work.. In fact
she viewed Heather as "a bit more rigid than the rest of the group". Bob, she felt was
very unsure of himself during the unit on Coordinate Geometry and. would not be
considered to be a great student. Valerie was described by Ms. Hewitt as a quiet girl
who "'never opened her mouth from September to December". Their teacher also
described the remaining two group members, Jeff and Sean. Jeff, she believed. made a
positive contribution when he was present, whereas Sean was described as being
antagonistic. Both of these students also had a high absenteeism rate during the entire
school year including the unit on Coordinate Geometry. Consequently, Ms. Hewitt did
not consider that either of these students bad benefited much from working
cooperatively in class. In fact their frequent absences made the group shaky according
to her and never gave the group a comfortable feeling.

Ms. Hewitt did feel that for at least [wo members of the focus group, Valerie and Bob,
there appeared to be some positive effect. Valerie, for example, "bas really come a
long way .. she has got a new confidence in herself'. In fact, Ms. Hewitt described
Valerie as more of a leader in her current group and she mentioned that other students
often seek Valerie's assistance to solve problems. According to the teacher, the
exposure to working with her peers has done something for Valerie and it seemed as
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though sbe bad "blossomed" with regard to her ability to explain and question. Bob
also appeared to have demonstrated some improvement since the Coordinate
Geometry unit and is now described as a much better worker and contributor. In fact,
Ms. Hewitt asserted that Bob had "come right out of his shell". Bob, now working
with another student in the class, had really come a long way.

Ms. Hewitt felt that the experience may have caused a dramatic improvement for one
particular student named Craig, who was not in the focus group but had been placed
with Valerie and Heather in class eight. Craig, once considered a weak student, was
now described by his teacher as analytical; "looking for the problem in the problem"
and now could not seem to get enough assignmen!S or homework. The change in his
interest level and involvement seemed to be sparked during the time orthe study and
had continued since then. It is unclear if this change is a resuh orCraig actually
improving or if the change in learning environment simply better matched his learning
style.

When asked about any perceived roles that may have evolved within the focus group,
she remarked that she noticed that "the one who knew how to do it became the all" and
quite often they left it up to Heather to work it out for the group. Ms. Hewitt felt that
the other students kind oflcnew that she was good, so they let her go and did not trust
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themselves.

3. What are my own perceptions oflb.eexperience. especially with respect to
how the students solved problems and worked together?

The thirteen classes during which the students solved problems (related to Coordinate
Geometry) demonstrated their lack of experie:nce with both problem solving and
working cooperatively. The first two classes. intended to provide the students with
some sort oforientation to both of these areas, did not offer much assistance to the
students as to how they might solve problems- together. During these classes, two
problems were presented to the students. In lite subsequent eleven classes the focus
became the completion of a series ofworkshec:ts designed to have the students explore
topics such as: equations oflines, slope. y-interc:ept, and parallel and intersecting lines.
[shall describe my pcn:eptions of the studen~ by comparing their strategies for
solving problems with those offered by Mason. Bunon, and Staeey(1982).

Typically, the students read the problem silently and then Slatted to work
independently to produce a strategy and ultim.ately a solution. It is difficult to
ascertain what was done at the Entry phase, olher than reading the problem, since little
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or DO discussion took place among the students. The Attack phase varied. The most
common methods for solving the problem appeared to be trial and error, sometimes
combined with strategies employed in previous questions (i.e. producing a table of
values or ordered pairs). Occasionally, students referred to other sources as in the
fourth class when Bob checked his texlbook for assistance. Usually DO obvious
attempt was made to review a solution once one had been obtained. The students did
Dot consider extensions or generalizations of the problems during any class.

It was interesting to watch how the students responded to being "Stuck". Typically,
when a student did not know what to do, he or she either sat and waited for someone
else to get an answer or looked on as another group member continued to work.
Sometimes they inquired about what that person was doing. Often they sought my
assistance for explanations ofthe problem orto get them started. They did not appear
to look for an alternate approach or reread the problem as suggested by Mason.
Burton, and Stacey (1982). lbis perhaps demonstrates the beliefthat many
traditionally taught mathematics students have that the teacher orother expert can (and
should) alleviate the problematic SituatiOD for them.

During the problem solving sessions that followed the unit on Coordinate Geometry,
the students in the focus group were asked to solve four problems that were unrelated
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to the topic in class. They were each given the Chicken and Pig problem to solve
individually. Then in pairs, Valerie and Heather followed by Bob and Heather, were
presented with two problems, the Lizard and the Jug problems. Finally, as a group, the
three students were asked to solve the Licence problem. My comments will again be
presented in a way to compare the problem solving strategies ofthc:se students with
those advocated by Mason, Burton, and Stacey (1982).

The Entry phase of the Chicken and Pig problem appeared to cause the students some
difficulty. They all, for example, misunderstood the problem and thought that there
were eighteen chickens instead of eighteen animals in total. Heather needed additional
clarification of the vocabulary. Once she understood the problem, she immediately set
up a system ofequations and quickly solved the problem. Bob, when presented with
the same problem, responded that he didn't know how to do it. Once he seemed to
understand what was involved, his atlacJcwas one of trial and error. Valerie
encountered similar difficulty as the others. Her strategy was trying one combination,
a combination, which did not work.. She then appeared to be stuck and did DOt try
anything. I prompted her by asking if she bad tried other possibilities, wherein she
then tried several before hitting on one that worked.

None of the students appeared to review their work or check their solution, all passing
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over their solutions immediately. Heather and Bob had both successfully solved the
problem but Valerie's solution of32 pigs and 20 chickens was flawed. She didn't
~e

until pointed out by me that she had found the number of legs, not the number

of animals. Figure I summarizes the strategies employed by the students.

Figure I

Chicken and Pig Problem

Healher

-readproblem
- asUd fOt ("la.rific::J,rion

-sctupaS)'Stelnof
equations

Bob

-rQdp«lblem
_sUi MI don'l know

-trialllndemv

bo"'lOdoiL~

-askedfordarirtcarion
Valerie

- rnd problem
-wedfot("1arifia.tion

• tried 0lIl: eombimlrion
+ appeued 10 be stuek and

n:quitedassistanee

In lhe second session the Lizard and Jug problems were given to students in pairs to
solve.

After Valerie and Heather read the Lizard problem. much clarification was required for
Heather to understand what the problem entailed. She clearly had difficulty with the
English language. Once they seemed content with understanding the problem, they set
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off independently. Heather tried employing a system of equations again and Valerie
tried trial and enor. Neither student was successful in solving the problem, Y'=t they

each continued with their initial strategy for quite some time. They did not consult
with or assist each other in attempting to solve the problem.

When Heather4 and Bob attempted to solve the same problem in the next session. there
was only one question asked. "How many legs does a beetle haver'. Heather had
spent some time with this problem in an earlier session and had asked numerous
questions concerning the problem at that time. In fact no conversation took place
between the two students at all. Bob and Heather set off on their own for a while until
it appeared that Bob had experienced an AHA!

Thus Bob was able to successfully

solve the problem. He explained his arrack as trial and error, although be didn't

review his solution. Figure 2 swnmarizes the students' approaches to the Lizard
problem.

4 He<ttherwu asked ifsbe would like to attempt the same problem from beT earlier SCSSiOD with
Valerie. Since she expressed an interest in retrying it. I tet her and Bob took at it together during their
session.
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Figure 2
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""""

-Bob uscd lrial and crror

When Valerie and Heather were given the Jug problem, a similar discussion took place
ovu the vocabulary and the problem itself. Unfortunately, time ran out before the two
had much of a chance to lackle the problem. Bob and Healher were also presenled
with this problem during their session. Bob's initial response was "This doesn't even
make sense." His initial confusion was ovu lhe nature oflhe problem; thus ollCe be
understood that the jugs had no macki.ngs and the objective was to produce exactly

foue litres. he was more optimistic. Again the pair set off working independently.
during which time Bob checked with me 00 numerous occasions to verify his thinking.
( had not realized until later when (listened to the audiotape that I had been so
involved with the solution. Figure 3 sununarizes the approaches

emplo~ by

the

students in solving the Jug problem.
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Figure 3

Jug Problem
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The Licence problem proved to be an interesting one, from a problem solving
perspective. Bob expressed his usual commCllt about not knowing what to do. After
reading the problem, and seemingly understanding what was involved., it appeared that
none of the three studCllts could offer-an attack to solve this problem. Heather made a
comment about the numbers looking like a number upside-down but DO discussion
ensued. In fact they were silent for quite a while. I then decided to assist them by
building on Heather's poinL Once they had a plan, they worked together by trying the
possible digits in an attempt to piece the number together. They coopernted with each
other and offered a solution of26783, which was incOrYeCL They had obviously not
checked their solution because neither 2 nor 7 were possible digits. After rethinking
where they had gone wrong they did manage to arrive at a correct number. This is
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summarized in Figure 4.

Figure 4

licence Problem
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During the problem solving sessions, Bob was the only student able to solve three of
the problems; the Chicken and Pig, Lizard, and Jug problems. As a result Bob was
quite pleased with himself for his successes. Yet, he was the first student to admit
defeat when the problems wen:: presented to him. His initial reactions to the problems
include: "I don't know how to go about it" in reference to the Chicken and Pig
problem and 11ris doesn'l even make sense" in reference 10 the Jug problem. He had
a similar response to the licence problem and said,

ur don't have a clue".

Bob seemed

10 need help getting started and typicaUyadmined to being stuck. II is unclear whether
this because he did not truly understand the problem or because he just didn't know
where to begin and perhaps figured [ was the best person to get him started. He did
not appear to possess any skiUs for initiating problem solving, except to ask for help.
Bob was not alone, of course, bul was most vocal about enlisting help.
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My perceptions of the students' problem solving abilities differs from those ofilie
students and their teacher in that I observed the students' actions for the entire time,
thus allowing me to offer a more continuous interpretation of what transpired. I shall
offer descriptions of Heather, Bob, and, Valerie as [ pen::eived them in their
mathematics class and in the sessions that roUowed.

Heather was not the most assertive

pe~n

and it is not clear whether this trait is

culture or personality related. TIuoughout the Coordinate Geometry unit and
subsequent problem solving sessions, she willingly shared her answers but not her
explanations. More accurately. she probably felt that she was unable to share her
ideas. In class five, for example, Bob and Heather briefly discussed their ideas on
question two. Bob suggested that ''Y is always three more than;c' and asked Heather if
she agreed to which she replied. HI got y = 3:C'. When questioned on this, Heather
backed down and changed her answer rather than have a discussion about which
answer might be right. I

remem~ at

the time that awkwardness followed this

exchange. It seemed to me that the students did not know how to respond to eacb
other, either because they were

WlSure

ofthem.selves and their own thinking, or were

unable to relate to each other on that level. When they later arrived at the correct
answer, their rappan seemed to be restored and they appeared relieved and happy to be
making progress.
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During her interView, Heather admitted tha! she liked math and felt that she was good
at it but was less confident in her problem solving abilities. She did, however, have
obstacles such as language and culture. Judging from her conunents, Heather did not
have too much exposure to challenging a teacher in class and had little or DO
experience with collaborating with classmates about mathematics.

I would Qot describe Bob as assertive or confident but he was not complacent either.
Perhaps being older than the other members of the group and not wanting to fail again
caused him to feel less intimidated than Helen or Valerie when it came to asking
questions, although the gender issue has not been ruled out. Bob told me that he did
not mind math and in fact he admitted that he liked it when he understood it and
describod himself as an average problem solver, but math is definitely not in Bob's
plan for the fulure. His interests lay in a musical band that he and some ofms friends
had started. and he planned to pursue a musical career. Math and perhaps school were
somewhat of necessary evils for him.

As I observed the students working in class my initial impression of Valerie was that

she was the student least able to offer much to her peen. However, as time went on,
my opinion changed. During the eighth class, for example, when Valerie and

H~ather
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were the only members from the focus group present, Ms. Hewitt had placed them
with two other students, Craig and Tom, from another group. I observed a different
Valerie that day. She was much more part of tile group, more willing to share her
thoughts while Heather remained withdrawn. Perhaps Valerie felt more comfortable
with Craig and Tom and therefore more willing to contribute. Again when solving a
problem with Heather afterwards, she seemed more focused. As I reread my notes, I
realized that her contributions were more significant than they first appeared. It may

have been her quiet nature and unassuming manner that influenced my initial
impressions of Valerie.

4. What were some factors that appeared significant for the students in this
mathematics class?

During the course ofthe study, several factors appeared significant for the students in
this mathematics class and in particular for the students in the focus group. These
factors include as attendance, language and culture, discipline., and the role of
homework. These themes will be discussed here in more detail.
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Attendance

AJthough there were to be five students in the group, there was only one class in wltich
all five were in attendance. In fact, only Heather attended all thineen classes while
Jeffand Sean were present for only five classes. The other two students, Bob and
Valerie, were each present for a total ofnine classes. Ms. Hewitt admitted that "there

was such high absenteeism in that class" which caused disruptions in the flow of the
group. For example, Sean was absent for eight consecutive classes and his return
caused the group to all but fall apart. He was several steps behind the other students,
and confusion resulted as the others attempted 10 help him catch up. Progress was
hampered., to say the least. There were also three classes in which only Heather or
Heather and Valerie from the focus group were present and were consequently placed
with other groups.

Any group of students who are being exposed to a new learning environment needs
much support. A group ofstudents, especially a weaker and less confident group, also
needs to have consistency in order to allow the process to flow and a cooperative
atmosphere to flourish. The chronic absenteeism with this group is exemplary ofa
typical class, although it may be on the high side of nonna!. It is, unfonunalely, one
area in which leachers and other group members have little or no control. As Gwen
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said "You can only fight that battle so much". It is very difficult for any group of
people to maintain its productivity if any of its members are absent for extended
periods of the time. Poor anendance is a barrier that stops. or at least slows down, a

group's progress. During her interview Ms. Hewitt felt it made the group shaky and
said:
"When somebody's coming in and out all the time, it doesn't give the
group a comfortable feeling. They don't build up habits of you do this
and ('U do thar, you know the discussion isn't there. As soon as a new
party is in, the discussion is curtailed just a little bit. You always got
that awkwardness."

Even with the problem solving sessions and intc:rviews which took place later, only
Valerie, Heather, and Bob were available to attend these sessions.

The long-term use of heterogeneous groups has been reported to improve attendance
according to Johnson, Johnson, & Smith (1995) and Slavin (1983). This study,
perhaps because of its short duration did DOt show any positive effect on the
attendance ofanymemherofthe focus group.
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Language & Culture

Four ofthe five members of the focus group were native Newfoundlanders. The fifth
student., Heather was originally from Taiwan and had lived in Canada for
approximately six months at the time the study was conducted. Consequently.
communicating and understanding instructions in English presenred some difficulty
for her. Within the group she tended to be more withdrawn and unwilling ro share
ideas. [do nor believe it was because she did not wish to share as much as a feeling of
being unable to share. She was very self-conscious of her English and usually did not
volunteer ideas or other input. However she willingly shared her answers with other
group members who accepted them without hesitation or challenge.

The issue oflanguage also arose during subsequent interviews and problcrn solving

sessions. When Heather was presented with the Chicken and Pig problem she had to
verify with me that chickens have two feet but then mistakenly thought that pigs also
have

two

''pig'',

feet. I assumed when I decided to use these problems that terms such as

~chicken". "jug",

and "collect" would require no explanation and would be

readily understood by all students. This assumption proved to be premature. How
many other things are assumed in a math class to be understood by aU our students and
in the same way? For example we ask students about paraHellines and assume that all
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our students not only have an understanding ofthe tenn "'paralIel~ but also have
roughly the same understanding oCthe concept.. Thinking about Healher made me
wonder how many srodents sit in rnalhematics classes every day not knowing what we
are talking about and not willing, or able, to admit il or perhaps not even interested
enough 10 want to know.

Within the group setting, Heather did not ask her peers to explain terms or to verifY
meanings for her. [t is not clear whether this was because she understood aJi that was
being said or because she did not feel comfortable asking the others to explain.
Healher admitted to me during her interview that she asked fewer questions because.,
as she said, ..[ think roy English is DOl so well". It seems almost ironic to me that a
student like Heather, wh.o is probably in most need of asking questions of her peers, is
also the student who probably feels most unable to ask these questions.

It was not only Heather who had difficulty verbalizing and this was especially true
when whole class discussions were conducted 10 summarize points. Heather, Valerie,

and. Jeff each had been asked by the teacher in various class discussions to report on
their group's thinking and explain their answers 10 a particular question. This
appeared to be difficult for them even though each ofthe students had seemingly
followed Ihe group discussion as the particular questions were being addressed. It
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seemed as ifmathematics was a foreign language to some of the students in the class
who had great difficulty expressing what they did and why they did iL For example,
when Jeffwas askedduringdass five 10 expl~ bow his group bad worked out one of
the problems. his response was that they bad basically picked the answtt"out ofthe

air". He experienced great difficulty in explaining his reasoning, yet [noted at the
time he appeared 10 be quile comfortable explaining himseLf within the group
envirorunent. In fact I considered Jeff to be a driving force within his group and as
one who bad contributed significantly to the solution of many of the questions.
Clearly this indicates that students need constant practice in expressing their ideas and
thoughts.

Students were also asked to make several journal entries during the unit on Coordinate
Geometry. Allhough the only samples of their writing included in this study are the
group and individual tests, Ms. Hewitt indicated that the writing done in their journals
was weak. During the group lest the difficulty experienced by the students to express
themselves was evident as they struggled to get their ideas down on paper.

Besides language. culture may also have played a role in cooperative learning in this
mathematics class. Heather said during her interview that she was now working with
another Taiwanese classmate named Lucy who had been placed in a different group
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during the unit on Coordinate Geometry. She said that she was more comfortable
working with Lucy, not only because they both spoke Taiwanese but also because «We
are the same kind" and "in my country my math is like teach, it's a different way".

Discipline

[n

a typical mathematics class there exists a wide variety ofstudents including, as most

high school teachers can lestify, students whose behaviour is less than desirable.
During the course of this study r was impressed by the students' on-task behaviour and
in fact, their behaviour in generaL Of course I obselVed this class for only a small

portion ohime and realize that the newness of the learning environment and/or the
presence of outsider.;. may have influenced the students' behaviour. Ms. Hewitt,
knowing the students much better, pointed out that classroom discipline might be a
potential problem for establishing and encouraging cooper.nive learning environments
within some ofthe groups in this class. Sean, a member of the focus group, for
example had been a bit of a problem in the past. Ms. Hewitt found him 10 be
antagonistic towards her and in fact the situation had deteriorated and the rapport
between them worsened. Although Sean attended only five classes during the unit on
Coordinate Geometry, his teacher felt that other members of the group, especially
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Heather. would be intimidated by him. While I did not witness this myself as I
observed the group. I did notice that Sean's presence after a prolonged absence seemed
to cause the group's effons to become counterproductive.

Ofcourse. students like Sean exist in almost an math classes. What impact does his
presence have on successful implementation ofa cooperative learning environment?
ls there an optimal group in which he can be placed? Or will whatever group he is
placed with have to suffer through? Will placing students with a history of
disciplinary problems in a cooperative learning setting diffuse the situation and
improve the behaviour? It has been suggested that the use ofcooperative learning may
actually improve student behaviour in that their motivation and anention is improved
in such an environment and that potentially disruptive students may become more
involved in learning and be influenced by their peers (Reid. Forrestal. & Cook. 1990).

Role of Homework:

One obvious omission in the entire problem solving session was the setting of
homework. Usually homework: plays a prominent role in mathematics courses and is
typically assigned daily. Teachers generally feel that having students practice the
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skills taughl in class helps to solidifY them ror the students. If it serves no other

purpose. the old adage that '"practice makes perfect" would certainly justify the setting
of homework. In the thirteen classes 00 Coordinate Geometry, homework:: was rarely
assigned. It had not been built into the plan. thererore when assigned it appeared to be
an afterthought and was not checked the next day. This leads to a multitude or

questions. How can homework be incorporated into a cooperative learning approach
based on problem solving? How can students who have spent an entire class working
together in an attempt to solve a particular problem be expected to practice it that
night? The role that homework plays within a cooperative learning environment
within the mathematics classroom may be another issue worth pursuing in future

endeavours of problem solving research.
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Cbapter 6 Summary

As a classroom teacher, and thus not an experienced researcher, I had not before had
the opportunity to examine so closely a group ofstudents for such a length of time.
From this perspective, it was a fascinating experience for me. For thirteen
mathematics classes and six lunchtime interviews and problem solving sessions I
observed a group ofstudents as they struggled to cope with each other as well as the
tasks they were given. Never before in my fifteen-year teaching career had ( been
given the chance to sit and freely observe students, not to judge them, but for the pure
enjoyment of watching them learn. My experience with the students described in this
study has left me with a richer understanding of how a group of students might
actually solve problems together in mathematics class.

From the onset, I must admit to not being surprised at finding the students to be weak
academically (or at least mathematically) and possessing low confidence in their own

ability. These tenets are rooted in my own experience with students, as I too have
taught students like those in the Mathematics 1300 class described in this study. I
have also experimented with cooperative problem solving in my classes. Usual1y my
role, like Ms. Hewitt's, is played out as a facilitator and monitor of group interactions
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and. progress.

For the duration of this study the students in the focus group attempted to solve
problems presented to them. However, as time went on, the students did DOt appear to

gain confidence in their ability to solve mathematical problems, either individually or
as a group. Perhaps, as was suggested by Artzt (1996), the students' feelings of
inability undermined their work as a group. They appeared to experience difficulty
throughout in discussing and expressing their mathematical ideas, and working
together. It appeared that the students in the focus group remained, as Dees (1990)
described, working individually within their groups rather than truly working together.
This was not swprising considering the tittle experience that these students had with
cooperative learning in mathematics. In addition., very little time was devoted at the
onset of the study to familiarize these students to working together, nor were any
strategies presented to them.

Besides the lack. of experience, several other factors appeared to influence the
students' ability to solve mathematical problems together. Student attendance
surfaced as one such factor that hampered the group's ability to work effectively. Only
once during the thirteen classes were all five oflhe group members present and two
members were present in only five of the thirteen classes. Consequently, the
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likelihood ofthe students developing a positive rapport with each oth~ was lessened.
Awkwardness among the students seemed to remain and continue during the problem
solving sessions that followed. It has been suggested that the long-term. use of
cooperative learning improves attendance (Jobnson,.lohnson, & Smith, 1995; Slavin,.
1983). This study, considering its length did not appear to have any positive effects on
student attendance.. What implications does this have for teachers who prefer to use
cooperative learning as a teachinglleaming approach for short~ sessions or units?

Another dimension affecting the ability of these students to work together to solve
mathematical problems was the dynamics of the group. One student had been
descnbed as a discipline problem who, according to his teacher, was thought to be
intimidating to

oth~

group members. Another student's cultural background appeared

to sepanue bet" from the other group members. A third student had been described as
very quieL These characteristics, coupled with the attendance ofsome members
during the study, seemed to dictate the degree: to which the group interncted. Also, as
Artzt (1996) suggested, perilaps the perceptions the group members held of themselves

and each other affected their ability to worle: as a group.

As reported

by three of the group members, as well as their teacher, the class had

continued to work in groups after the conclusion of the study and all had voluntarily
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chosen to work with diffc:reo.t students. This seemed to be a more beneficial
arrangement for each of me focus group members. The da::ision ofwhich students to
group together, and for how long are imponant considerations that may greatly affect
the productivity ofthe group.

A fmal issue that emerged from this study is the role of homework in such an learning

environment. How can homework be incorporated effectively into an environment
where students have spent the entire class period working cooperatively solving

mathematical problems? This issue does not appear to be addressed in previous
research and perhaps ought to be considered for future endeavours.

Through this study. from observations in class and during the problem solving sessions
and interviews with me students and their teacher, it is evident to me that these
students, though weak academically and not very self-assured, have made progress in

becoming more capable problem solvers. With increased exposure to learning
environments such as me one descnbed in this study, and through effons from teachers
like the one portrayed here, these students are capable of becoming competent problem
solvers.
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Appendix A Overview of classes
february I to February 15, 1996.

Note:
Because of schedulingftiIne requirements for Mathematics 1300, students
sometimes have malbem..a.tics two periods in one day.
Classes were 55 minutes in length.
Copies ofworlcsheets and tests can be found in Appendix B.

Class I

Feb. I

Students were assigned to groups and were presented with
the following problems unrelated 10 coordinate geometry.

Problem I:
Given 69 x 64'" 4416
and 96x 46-4416 Why?
Problem 2:

What is the value ofx in 4 20 + 4 2O =2 X ?

Clasr2

Feb. 2

Studmts continued on the problems from previous class
followed by a class discussion about the solutions.

Class 3

Feb. 2

Teacb.er introduced the topic ofcoordinate geometty by
conve=ying the story of Descartes seeing a [lyon the ceiling
and seeking a way to pinpoint its exact position. Students
given worksheet #1 on matching graphs and ordered pairs
and u.strucled to work on questions I through 4.
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c.....

Feb.S

Students continued to work on worksheet from class 3
finished it by completing questions 5 and 6. Students also
wrote journal entry #1. Worksheet #2 was then distributed
to students.

Joumalentry#l:
Explain how a graph. table a/values and equation are
related.

Class 5

Feb. 6

Students worked on material from previous class and wrote
journal entry #2. Students then worked on sheet in finding
equation oflines from graphs.
Journal entry #2:
How do you find the equation ofa line gillf!1ljUSl the
graph?

Class 6

Feb. 7

Only four students present in class because ofpoor weather
conditions. These students worked together as a group to
complete questions 5 and 6 from previously assigned
worksheet.

Class'

Feb.S

Whole class discussion held concerning the relationship
between the table of values afline and its equation.
Summary points were produced and were written on the

bow.
ClassB

Feb.S

Worksheet #3 (parallel and intersecting lines) was
distributed

Class 9

Feb. 9

Students continued woricing on worksheet #3.
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Class 10

Feb. I)

Worksbed #4 (slope, y-iOlCTCCpl and graphing) was given
to groups. Students also asked to write jownal entry #3.
Journal entry #3;
Summariu whot)'Ou know obout slope.

Class II

Feb. 14

Students finished worksheet and class summary ofmaterial
covered.

Class 12

Feb. 14

Group test.

Class 13

Feb. IS

Individual test.
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Appendix B

Worksheets and Tests
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M&th 1300 -

Croup lUI.

Select one member of yaur group 10 do &lllhe writing. Write ,vuIlin&lllRs'wl!ts'cn
this pllper. H&nd In &ny S(nIp p"pe:r you use 10 do your won.
.
Are the gr&ph5afy_iz. 711ndy_iz_9 pull.11d lines? EJtpl&inwhy Or why
nOl,

Is the point Ot. 14) on the line whose eqU.ll.tion is y _3x_ 20? Explllin why or
why nat.

{.:..~

"B.czco."'<;e

.:.>-

Cfd.~f.JC'{.,G""

Joc...'t.

+-. t-

"':-..(-

3.

1.5 thU the table of v&lues

far &Un.; flo '

; I~I ~ I;I;
Usa, wh&tl.5 the equ&lion of the line?
Ifnot.~

~GC';("'''a.
0"

~ { ..r

t~·.£

<.0-

S ........... <.

c-rd'H'ootc.$

ore.

M'6.

~<'Opc.

Muh lJOO-Crouplesl-14 f'eb19%-pllsel
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d ....c.

If line B .crosses the y-~ at the Ymll! plilCl! ilIi line A, wtat is the equation of
line 81 Explain how you know.
:.1c fo".·.,i ~ " .. .,1 -<f.",..

y=..L

X-.£...-

~&\( t"o~.·.... ~.~ i::~~!..

Ii""," A

IflineCIs ~&llel to~eA.wh.atl.s the eqWltion of fule C1 Explain how YOII
knowo d ... 4!'~~.:-~.~ .• ::>:' ".:'.~ ::...:

Y=-~)<f?

M~th

1300 _ Group leSt _ 14 Feb 1996 -
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y.........,
J t

H~no.J

'" ""y

sc'~p

Find the

paper y"" use tod" yo", work.

"qu~tio"
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Individual test -

how yOll found the equMion

15 Feb 1996 -
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00 the gnphs o£y"""'2r + 3;1ndy_2% +3 cross uch other7 USC, where? If
~~~~

11,.1

~

(10550.+ (OJ3J

becauSe tL-jloo.'fe.

Rt3Jm,

'I -"1\u<9\s.
What is the slope of the line
yo~ fOlUld the a",wer.

1Iv. slope's !.i-

o(

thro~gh

'3

i<'S€ .Jo~rJ "l slo1'

f

the points 0,1) and (4..5)1 Expl;lin how

J((oJ 0

c{;,,/,?Jif1

o ,1(1(0 I../,("

-&:

An the points (0, 3), Ct, 7), a. 1.2J.aII on the same Iine7 U $0, what is the
eqWltion of the lind If not, why no~

yeS/ y:: '{,(+3

o

What is the IIqWltion or the line whose slope is 12 ;lnd whose y·lnterupt is
(0,93)7

Y= 11.1< + '13

)
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M.1llh 1300 _Individual 1"1
Hand In any scnp

pa~

you use to do your work..

Find the equl.lion of lhis line. Expll.in how you found the equ:alion.
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Do the grllplu of y. -'2z + 3 lind y • 2:r + 3 a"OliS ach other1 If so. where? If
not, why not?

,-,e. -"""'e.I-\

~

("'

'e.Q~ o-~ .. ~-HZ "'-'('"<I'/C

Wha.t is the slope of the line through the points (I,ll lind (4..5)7 Expillin how
you found thelll\SWer.

\~~~\i~-;iE:~1:~1~:S-,.~~,
·5.

Are the points to, 3), 0, 7). C2,. 12) all on the same lind If so, what is the
eqWltion of the line? If not. why not?
•
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)

Hand in any scr"p paper you use to do your work.
Find the-equaHon of this line. Expla.in how you found the equa.tion,

)

2.

00 thegraphsofy.3x-2andy.3x + 2 C!'OS$ each. other? Ifso,where? U
not, why not?
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OothegnopMoIy_""'1r+3,nd'l_2z .. 3aosseachotherllfso,whttellf
not, why not?

Wh.. t is the Ilope of the line through the points {I,D ..nd (4,5)? ExplUn how
you found the aruwet.

(; 4-)(
Q) dro;,.J ~.:"..t

'5.

.

'G

':(..It,

COtl:4(,

Arethepoints(O,3).(I.7)... il2}~ontheumeline?
equation of the Une? If not, why non
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What Is the equation 01 the line wt\o.$e aJope ts.12 uuf. whose y-lnlUcept la
(0,93)7
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3.

Dolhegrapluofy_-'2r+3andyo:ZX ~3crDSseachother? Usa,where7 If
not,whynol7
~I ~ ~ V1n'J- UJ.dc>""" ft,..; !:J ~

"l1.v.

S.

6.

()

AIIl! the poitlts (0, 3), (1, 7). n. 12) all on the same lind If so, what Is the
equ.ationofthellne7 Ifnot,.whynol7
tM.I. I'l'~.
.,.,.>1H-

+

no'thj
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1k..t

fl.< ,•....,....4;. ,b-,+
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Whalis the equation of the Iitle whose slope: is 12 and whoM y-lnlerc:ept is
(0,93)7
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Appendix C Transcript of Interviews with Studeots
Interview with Heather00:00

1:00

0:

MaTCh 27.1996

This is the first interview and it's with HeaL~er. And Heather I'm going
to ask: you questions in a couple of different categories, I'mjust going
to ask you about the experience that we bad about a month ago in Ms.
Hewitt's math class and then I might ask you just some general
questions. Feel free to say whatever you want, take your time, don't
wol'I)' at all about iL Ok? Now do you remember much about the
ex.perience, about the little problem solving session that we had, gee
must be mid February I guess.

H:

Yeah.

0:

[[you don't it's no problem. I'mjust going to ask you and see how
much you remember. First of all Heather, how did you feel about the
experience in general?

B:

Mm. Good.

D:

[t was a good experience?

H:

Yes. You can like talk and find aut a way to do the questions.

0:

Ok. How did you feel about working with the group for an extended
period of time, because it was, [think,. 13 classes that you were: with the
"same group? How did you feel about that?

H:

Urn. It was good. It was like slower, because you can talk and like help
somebody. [think slower.

D:

Ok. So you felt ifit wasn't in a group that it wouldn't been as slow. Is
that what you're saying? Ok, which kind of leads me to my next
question. How would you feel that this unit on Coordinate Geometry
would have gone if Ms. Hcwittjust taught it?

H:

Just taught it?
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0:

Yeah.

B:

Weill think, I think it's benerifshejust taught it.

0:

Ok, why do you think that?

B:

Because in mycoUDtry the teachet" don't, like we don't., we're nol (ike
in this group and you Ialk about this.

0:

Ok..

R:

It's a beltet"wayto leam.lt'squickly.

0:

Ok, so you feel that's a better way to learn for you.

H:

Yeah, but like you have good side and bad side.

0:

Ok, what's the good side?

B:

Good side? If you work: in a group like you can talk and for me 1 can
learn English.

0:

Ok.

B:

like everyone have different opinion.

0:

Ok, and the bad side?

B:

Slower.

0:

It'sslowet",Ok..

B:

Yeah, if teacher just laught it, it would be quickly.

0:

Would you learn as much !bat way I wonder? Or" would it make a
difference in how children or how studenlS learn things?

H:

Yeah, if we work in a group, students can think more, I think.
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0:

Ok..

H:

.

0:

Material, subject or...

And ifteacher just taught it like taught it and you just learn it you don't
think how others work before. You don't know the, ah... how do you

",

4:00

H:

Yeah,lthink.

0:

Ok. Was this experience with that group more difficult or stressful or
less difficult or less stressful. Did it alter your feelings of being in math
class? Being in the group, not related to Coordinate Geometry, just
how you felt about coming to math class. Did it make a difference
knowing that you were going to come and be in a group o~ did it not
make any difference at all? Did you find it more difficult to think about
it or more stressful or less stressful or less difficult knowing that you
were going to come and work: with students as opposed to Miss
teaching you and so on?

H:

No, I don't think there is a difference.

0:

You didn't find a difference? Ok. Urn. How do you feel this experience
has affected your ability to soLve problems?

H:

I don't know what you say.

D:

Solve problems?

H:

Yousayitasimpleway?

0:

Oh sure., Ok.. Do you think that because you spent 13 classes or so
working with students., other students, working on problems, cause
that's what you were doing, Ms. Hewitt wasn't teaching you, you were
solving the problems. Do you think this has affected your ability to
solve problems. You think that you can now solve problems better or
not so well because of this experience. Or do you think it didn't make a
whole lot of difference?
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H:

NotaloL

D:

Nota lot ofdifference. Ok. And in the group that you were in, I'm just
looking over where you guys were and I'm picturing where you
physically were, what do you think your role was in the group?

H:

Role?

D:

Your role. What do you think your function or your purpose, what you
did in the group, that made a difference, or what part did you have in
solving the problems? Did you serve any, did you feel you had a certain
role to do or certain thing that was your responsibly or something that
you felt comfortable with doing in the class, in that group.

H:

Working in the group is like everybody can, like you have a question
everybody can talk about it and ah...

D:

But do you think you in particular as a member of the four or five or
however many were there, three or whatever, did you feel a certain
thing in the group?

H:

No.

D:

No? Ok. So how did you feel that would fit in the group then?

H:

Fine.

D:

Fine? Ok. Did you feel that people asked you more questions or you
asked more questions or anything?

H:

No, I think I asked less questions.

D:

You think you asked less questions? Ok, why do you think: you asked
less questions?

H:

Huh?

D:

Why did you ask less questions?
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H:

[don't know,cause [don't know them and I think my English is not so
well.

D:

But you said it was an opportunity for you to learn English..

H:

Yeah.

D:

So it would have been a good chance for you to ask.. So you didn't feel
like you Icnew the students in the class so you asked few questions.

D:

Ok.

H:

And because r learned, I learned math now the teacher is teaching the
math I learned before so r do it more.

D:

Ok so you had been taught this before so this is kind of a review for
you?

H:

Yeah.

D:

Ok. That was some of the questions I wanted to ask you about the
experience. Is there anything else you wanted to mention about the
classes together? Anything that comes to mind Ihat you'd like be to be
aware of?

H:

I think in the future ifstudents can work in a group it's like you have to
put a teacher right beside the group.

D:

Ok.

H:

Like you. so we have a problem we can ask, if we have like a question
we can't do.

D:

Sure, right. That would be great if you could have a teacher for every 4
or 5. That would be marvellous. I would love that. Ok. Now I'm
going to ask you some questions about what's happened since that
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experience. Since we finisbed up with the unit on Coordinate Geomeby
or when Dr. Reid and myselfwere here:, and just to sec: if you got any
feelings on wbat's happened since. Now [gather from speaking to Ms.
Hewin that you have been working in groups and bas this been
ongoing? Have you guys been working in groups everyday?
8:00

9:00

H:

Yeah.

D:

Are you still with the same group?

H;

No.

D:

Who do you usually work with?

R:

Lucy.

D:

So you and Lucy usually wod:: together?

R:

Yeah.

D:

How is lhis working? Yourselfand Lucy working together?

R:

Good.

D:

Ok, why?

B:

Ab, because oW" languages are the same so we can talk more.

D:

So do you speak in English when you and Lucy work together?

R:

No.

D:

So is that helpingyouc English at all?

R:

No, but I... I don't know.

D:

Ok, do you find that working with Lucy is more comfortable than when
you're with the other people in the group?
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B:

Yes.

0:

So does it make a diffef"ellCe in tenns of how you can actuaJly work on a
problem?

H:

Yeah.

0:

Do you behave differently working with Lucy than you did with the
group?

H:

Yeah I think so.

0:

In what why would you say you were work differently?

B:

Like we, like [don't know how to say...

D:

Take your time.

H:

Like I'm more comfortable with work with her because we are me same
kind, like we come from Taiwan. When I'm working like with the
group, the group I work before, I have to think about how to say
English that kind of things so I don't. [f I have questions I'll ask but I
don't, I don't know the English Ijust keep it and ask: my friend after
class.

0:

So you find it difficult sometimes to express or communicate with
people who are from Newfoundland. So worlcing with Lucy, you find,
because the language is not a problem, do you find it easier to solve
problems or work at the math with ber'?

B:

Yeah.

0:

And other than the language is there anything else you find woricing
with Lucy different than woricing with the group?

H:

Mm... There's a problem like our math like ['m Taiwanese and in my
country my math is like teach ah, it's a different way. Like we work in
different ways so sometimes I don't understand but like there's a
student in my class, Sherry Lee and she asked me a question I told her
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but I told her do it in another way and she don't understand like that
because we been teach in a different way.

D:

12:00

13:00

So you think it's probably from because your mathematical background,
that you're taught a dilferent way, that you don't find it as easy to ta1Jc
to people from here.

H:

Yeah.

D:

Do you prefer working in a group orby yourself?

H:

Me, ah, well now I think woricing with group.

D:

Working with the group, ok. Working with someone like Lucy you
mean?

H:

Yeah.

D:

If Miss were to put you with someone else, do you think that you would
find it a bit easier now after having gone through that session on the
unit on Coordinate Geometry.

H:

Yeah, I think.

D:

What do you think would be different if Miss changed the seating and
said now you've gal to sit with another group of students?

H:

I think ii'S morc comfortable because l've been working with people
before so DOW if she changed the seat or changed the people I think
would not be difficult.

D:

Would you, on your own, move with somebody else and start working
with olher people?

H:

Just me?

D:

Yeah, or you and Lucy move with other people, on your own, without
Miss lelling you?
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H:

No,ldon'tlhinkso.

D:

Noyou'drathtt,~uwouldstayandjustworkasapair?Ok,ah..
~u

14:00

do

like math?

H:

Yeah.

D:

Do you, do you feel that you're good at math?

H:

Yeah l think so.

D:

Do you find that the malh you are learning in this environment a lot
different from wbat ~u've been used to?

H:

What do you mean?

D:

Do you think that the math you learned when you were in Taiwan is. r
know you said you were taught a different way, but is the math itself a
lot the same as what you're learning here?

H:

In Taiwan the math is more difficult.

D:

More difficult, ok. You said that you have only been here for about a
half a year. When you left can you remembtt what you were doing in
math when you left Taiwan?

H:

Yeah.

D:

What were you doing. what topics?

H:

I don't know how to say in English.

D:

You want to just descnbe it to me and maybe I can help you out.

H:

You know, you have to prove like this...(Dnws on paper) ifyou have
another this one, you have to prove it is the same.

D:

Two congruent triangles, congruent?
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H:

Yeahlthink.

0:

Ok so you were doing geometry proofs and that kind of thing. Ok. how
would you rate your problem solving ability? 1ft gave you a problem
now and I said. "Will you work on that for me", how would you feel
about doing that, lint of all? Would you, would it make you
uncomfortable or would it bother you or would you. you know, say,
"'Oh I want to get at it, let me solve this problem", or would you just
take it and say, "Oh well I'll just try it'''?

H:

Yeah,{wouldjusttakeitandtryit.

D:

Do you feel that you are good at solving problems?

H:

No I don't think so, I just, you know ifsomebodytcach me how to do it
I can do it but if nobody teach me and gave me the new problem to
solve, I don't think I can do that.

0:

Now I'm going to ask you a question, will you solve a problem for me,
and if I gave you a problem now would you try it?

H:

Yeah I'll try.

0:

Ok and what I'll ask you to do when you're solving this is as much as
you can, just so ['\I know what's going on,just think out loud or just
say whatever you want or write down whatever you want and 1"11 just
try to keep an eye on you and see what you're doing and if you got any
questions, you can certainly ask me about it. Ok? lfthere"sanywords
that you want me to explain. Now if you want you can talk loud enough
so we can get it on tapejust to find out bow you"re doing.

H:

(Reads the problem silelltly) Chicken has two feet, right?

D:

I think. so, yeah . What are you thinking about there?

16:00

17:00

H:

What?

D:

What are you doing there?
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H:

Chicken, two feet. Every chicken have two. (Works on problem again)

D:

Now, you want to just talk me through what you decided co do or how
you went about it?

H:

Sure, cause there's 18 chickens and...

D:

There's 18 chickens and pigs.

B:

Yeah and pigs and every chicken has two feet?

D:

Ok, now there's 18 animals all together.

B:

Oh,oknotjustchickens?

D:

No.

H:

There's pigs too?

D:

Yeah, 18 animals.

H:

Ohok, sorry.

D:

That's ok, it's probably how the way it's worded on the paper. So
that's gonna change your thinking?

B:

Yeah..

D:

Ok now, wane to explain co me what you did?

B:

Chicken plus pigs are 18.

D:

Ok..

R:

So "X" is chickens and "Y" is pigs and every chicken has two feet and
pigs have four feet.

D:

You just went ahead and solved the systems of equations, did you?
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B:

Yeah..

0:

When you got your answer, as soon as you wrote it down you passed it
over 10 me. Did you check your answer then or did you think about it
or did you figure because it came out 10 be nice numbers that it must be
righl?

H:

I check, ok. ..(checks it over) checked.

0:

Ok good. Ok thanks Heather. How did you find that problem?

H:

Easyl think.

0:

Is it? Did you guys learn how to solve the systems ofequations in this
course? Or you're doing it now. So then it registered with you 10 go
ahead and do iL Good. Is there anything else that you wanted to
mention 10 me before we finish up? Anything that you have any
questions on or anything you'd like to know about what I'm doing or
anything like that?

H:

Are you going 10 like play the tape in front of the class?

0:

No, no, oot at all. That tape, everything about this conversation and
about what we've done before is going 10 be srnctlyconfidential. I wiIl
probably let like Dr. Reid listen to il or if there's somebody else who's
interested in my study might hear it but other than that, it woo't be, you
won't hear it on the radio tomorrow or anything you know but that's it.
Anything else, anything you want to know about?

H:

Will you come back or jusL..?

0:

After we finish our problem solving session? No, I probably won'l be

H:

Just doing a project?

0:

This is for my thesis, for my masters. I'm a teacher so I'll be going
back teaching after Easter.

b~"-
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H:

Ok. InthissctIool?

D:

No, I'm at anothc:rsctIool,so that's where I'll go back in myoid
position. I appreciate your time that you've given me today Heather
and thank-you very much.

H:

Sure.
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IDterview with Bob

00,00

1:00

0:

Ma~h

28, 1996

This interview is going to be wilh Bob, and Bob ['m going to ask you
questions in a couple ofcategories. Ok?

B:

Alright.

0:

So if you could just answer whatever's on your mind and take it easy
and don't WOI'I)' about it. First of all I'm going to ask you do you
remember that experience mat we had when myself and Dr. Reid were
in Ms. Hewitt's math class and you guys were working over there in
that side of the classroom as a group?

B:

Yeah.

0:

Do you remember that? Most of the questions relate to that, at least the
first questions anyway. Let me ask you how you felt about the whole
experience, just in general, any feelings that you had because of that in
anyway?

B:

It was good. It was a good idea. A lot of people who don't like, catch
on as easy find it like there's just people helping you. It's easier to
understand and cause you don't have to ask the teacher as much. like
some people are reluctant to ask the teacher. II's easier that way.

0:

Would you consider yourselfone of the people reluctant to ask. the
teach.er?

B:

No.

0:

So for you then.

8:

I used to be though.

0:

But you're nol any more. If you got a question, you're letting Miss or
Sir know.

B:

Yes.
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D:

How do you feel about working with the group for an extended period
ortime?

B:

[didn't mind at all.

D:

With the same group and so on as you know, how do you feel about
that?

B:

It's bener 10 get wed to a group cause then you get to know the people
and like you know,just starting offyou probably don't know the people

as well and you don'l really talk to them right but if you are with them
for longer you'll be able to ask them more.

D:

Ok. I'm going to ask you this kind ofquestion later on but I'll ask it to
you now when it comes to mind. Do you think if they had been friends
of yours in the group that it would have made a difference in your
perspective'?

B:

It wouldn't been any good..

D:

Wouldn'tbeanygood? Wbyisthat?

B:

Cause there would be too much fooling around and we'd get nothing
done.

D:

How would you fccl or bow do you think the unit on Coordinate
Geometry would have gone if Ms. Hewitt jwt taught il? [know that
you guys are working in groups DOW since then but before that you guys
were pretty well in rows and Ms. Hewitt taught and you guys took notes
or whatever. Do you think it would have changed bow you felt your
undef'Standing ofthe Wlit went?

B:

Yeah, cause if we were together you would find lherewas a lot of
people who didn't know it and did.n't bother to do it right. But then you
get like some of the smart people in class like on tables and that you can
just find out how 10 do it and that. Usually people just do badly and
they won't learn it at all like they won't bother to go learn it after it's
over, after they fail a lest.

2:00
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4:00

D:

So you feel that ifshejust stood up and taught it that it wouldn't be
learned as well?

B:

Oh I would have probably yeah but I say there's people who wouldn't.

D:

Did you think that the experience, being with the group for that length
or time was more difficult or stressful or less difficult or stressful? Just
thinking about coming to math class knowing that you're going to be in
a group, did that change your attitude about coming to class?

B:

It was less. It was definitely less stressful.

D:

Less stressful ok. Why do you think it was less stressful?

B:

I don't know...it'sjust; it's not as boring either. You know bow you
say, "Ah I'm going to math class now." It's not the same thing as every
other class.

D:

Do you remember much about what you leamed in that unit on
Coordinate Geometry?

B:

Ob yeah.

D:

Do you? Have you gone back to it at all since then or have you gone on
to...

B:

A little bit, not really though.

D:

I was going to ask you tell me what but I think due to time constraints I
might leave that for now, maybe when we're with the group we might
talk a IinIe about that. How do you feel that your problem solving
ability has been affected by this because the way it was set up or Miss
didn't teach very much she kind of gave you the problems to solve
among your groups, to figure things out. Do you think that the
experience affected. your ability to look at any math problem and solve
it?

B:

Yeah, cause the other way like she's teaching and she's showing you,
ok this is how you solve it, but like that way you had to figure out, ok,
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how do !solve il? You had 10 figure out how to solve il and then solve
iL It made me think: more.
D:

5:00

So you think then problems you were given after that. you wen: better
able 10 solve?

B:

Yeah.

D:

Whal do you think: your role was in the group, thinking aboulthe group
of three, four, five, depending on what day it was, do you think thai you
served a certain role or function in that group?

B:

{t depends on like I might have known something they didn't know or
they might know something I didn't know. So everybody like knows
certain things, everybody doesn't know everything.

D:

Ok, but was there anything that you felt that you usually contributed to
the group coming from your understanding ofwbat's going on? Did
you feel like you had a specific role?

B:

Not really.

D:

No,no,justwonderingifyoufeltthatyouwereatacertain
responsibility in the group even though nobody talked about
responsibility or who was going 10 do what but just maybe you might
have felt iL ['m going to ask you a few questions now about what
you've done or what you've gone through since you finished that
experience and as I said before my understanding is that you're stiD
working in groupS-, are you in the same group, do you work with the
same people?

8:

No, there's two different people.

D:

Ok.

8:

Actually yeah, it's a whole different group.

D:

A whole different group that you're working with?
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B:

Yeah.

0:

And how is this group working or bow do you feel about this group?

B:

It's good. WeU mainly it's me and another guy who like just do most of
the stuff. like we don't talk much but if[ don't know something ['U
ask him, ifhe don't know something he'll ask me rigbL, mostly just me
and him.

D:

Do you feel that this is working better than the group that you were set
up withoriginaily in terms of you getting an understanding ofwhat's
going on?

B:

Yeah, [find it more comfortable than before.

0:

Is this person a friend ofyours?

8:

No, well he is now, sort of.

0:

Ok, so it wasn't because, remember you said before being with a friend
would make a difference?

B:

Yeah, I'm just a friend here but not outside ofclass.

0:

Ok. Do you prefer working in a group or by yowself?

B:

Groups, definitely.

0:

Anything you want to elaborale on that?

8:

Just the same reason. You can get the help, like you know it's a lot
easier to get help.

0:

Do you like math Bob?

8:

When I understand it l do bul..

0:

Overall, when someone says the word math how does that make you
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reel?

7:00

8:00

B:

I don't mind iL

0:

Don't mind, doesn't bother you one way oc the other?

B:

No not at alL

0:

Do you like coming to math or do you like doing math?

B:

I don't dislike it, I don't mind it.

0:

How would you rate your problem solving ability? Would you say that
you're a good problem solver, average or...

B:

I'd say average.

0:

[{someone gave you a problem to do bow -auld you reel about it?

B:

first I'd go ''Oh great" (laughs) [don't Imoow, it would probably take
me awhile to kick in. I wouldn't mind.

0:

How about ir [ gave you a problem to try nc:lw?

B:

Sure.

0:

What I'll do is I'lijust give you this, you can read it, if you got any
questions you can let me know. I'll lend you my pen as well, or would
you rather a pc:ncil?

B:

It doesn't malter.

0:

Ok, here you go. If you got any questions you can let me know and
while you're solving it I'd like roryoujust to say anything that comes to
mind or things that you're thinking about when you're doing thaI.

B:

(Work.r on the problem for afew moments.) Can I use a calculator?

D:

Sure.
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10:00

B:

(Continues working.) I don't know how to go about it.

0:

Try your best, if you can figure out any way it doesn't make a difference
whatever way you want. Start with what you know.

B:

Does this mean there's 18 chickens and pigs or 18 chickens and pigs
together?

0:

Right. 18 animals, I guess I should have said.

B:

I don't know. There's no way you can determine because they're both
equal numbers right, two and four?

0:

Ok.

B:

And to get an answer for that you use both things you also get more

0:

So wbat are the two and fOUT representing?

~en.

11:00

12:00

B:

The legs.

0:

Ok, so chickens got two legs and pigs got four. So, you can do it a
number of different ways. You can ask yowselfwelljusl by guessing
or by trial and error can you figure out how many chickens and how
many pigs would give you eighteen. allogether?

B:

You can get a bunch ofanswers for that. you can get like different ones.

0:

Ok,just find one for me and just see ifthey'l! work.

B:

(Continues working.)

0:

Ok will that do the trick? Will that give you, it says there's how many
altogether?

B:

You need two more so just take away one from this, eight chickens, ok
bur... Now it's eight pigs and ten chickens.
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D:

13:00

14:00

15:00

Ok, you said there were a bunch ofdifferent answers so would that be
one answer of a lot?

B:

Yes., I'm sure there's more than thaL

D:

There's more than that? Ok. Want 10 find another one forme?

B:

(Continues to work on problem.) Four pigs and eighteen chickens.

D:

You want to check again because there's only going to be eighteen
altogether.

B:

That's right, I keep forgetting about that. [can't think of another one. I
don't know.

D:

In fact given this infonnation. there's eighteen animals altogether and
there's fifty-two legs between all the animals, there would only be
really one way of looking at it, which is what you came up with there,
eight pigs and ten chickens. [just thought I'd see if you'd, you know,
come up with, rationalize it, and there would be another answer. Good,
good job. Before we finish up, one lasl question. Have you had much
experience in like other math courses with working in groups or ii's
mostly been teacher telling you and you guys doing it?

B:

Well last year we had like a small math class so like weweren.'t reaUy
in groups but basically it was the same lhingcausc there wasn'l many
people. He (last year's teacher) didn't mind us talking. Anyway like
you're sitting by eacb other so it's the same thing.

D:

Ok but the teacher did exptain to you bow to do it then you wenl ahead
and did it?

B:

Oh yeah.

D:

Where as in this case you guys were trying to figure out how to do it
and Miss didn't tell you a whole lot. So it was a little bit different I
guess, was it?
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B:

Yeah..

0:

You got any questions foc me anything that you want [0 ask me about
or._.

B:

No I can't think. of anything off the top of my bead.

0:

Oh, ok. Well [appreciate your time and oot only with the session
earlier but now making time during lunchtime to let me interview you.
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(nterview with V.lerie

Valerie, I'm going to ask you questions in a couple ofcategories and
feel free to say whatever is on your mind, don't wony about it and just
take yoW" time. Ok?

V:

Ok..

D:

First I'm going to ask you about the experience we had with Ms.
Hewitt's class, when Dr. Reid and I were in and I was sitting with your
group and 1know it was a while ago but hopefully you'll remember it,
what went on and so on. Do you remember anything? Ok. How did
you feel about that experience in general?

V:

I thought it was good. You got to work with other people. And like
some people don't really talk to different people in the class. You got
to know other people also.

D:

Ok, so you fouod working with the group was helpful to you?

00:00

1:00

March 29. 1996

D:

V:

Uh huh.

D:

Do you think it was helpful to most people in class, do you think most
people felt that way?

V:

Yes.

D:

How do you feel about working with the same group for an extended
period of time, because there were about 13 classes that you worked
together?

V:

Good.

D:

Ok. Why did you think it was good that you worked with the same
group for a length oftime?

V:

Cause you most always know what everyone was thinking like [got to
know them after a wh.ile. If you went to different people you would get
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0:

How do you think the unit would have gone if Ms. Hewitt had just
taught it? The way she had done maybe back in September or October,
do you think it would have made a difference?

V:

Probably. Cause this stuff (the unit on Coordinate Geometry) you bad
to figure out on your own but the other stuff, Miss just gave it to you.

0:

Which way do you think: would have been better in this particular case?

V:

I'm not SUTe.

0:

Ok. Just think about bow you did or how you found math before we
started this because you guys were pretty well in rows and then afttt we
started it, did it make a difference in terms ofbow you feel you
utId~ood what was going on?

V:

Yeah., [ understood it betttt.

0:

You understood it better?

V:

Yeah.

0:

When you were with the group?

V:

Vb huh.

0:

Why do you think: you understood. it better that way'!

V:

I don't know,just ideas from other people and helping.

0:

Was this experience more difficult or stressful or less difficult or less
stressful because of the way it was presented to you? Do you think you
know just thinking about coming to Math class, knowing that you're
going to be in a group, make any difference about how you felt about
coming to Math class?

V:

No.
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D:

Didn't ma.ke any diffemlCe?

V:

No.

D:

You didn't see any, you know, say"Ob yeah, so we're in a group today
so that means...anytbing"?

V:

No just the only difficult part was trying to figure out the answers.

D:

Ok.. Do you remember much about what you learned in the Coordinate
Geometry?

V:

(hesitates) No.

D:

Don't remember? Ok. [was going to ask the others to kind ofexplain
what they thought or remembered or whatever but because of time I
decided not to but maybe when we meet the second time and do some
problem solving I might address that a little bit then.

V:

Ok..

D:

How do you feel your problem solving ability was affected by this
experience, ifat all? Because that's what it was, right? Miss didn't tell
you bow to do anything, she just said here's some sheets, you figure it
out and you guys had to work together to come up with the answers.
Do you think that made you look at problems differently or affected
)'Our ability to solve problems?

V:

Yeah I think it made me look at it better because we had more time and

we had to figure it out without Miss telling us exactly what to do. Go
right to it.
0:

So how would that have made you a bener problem solver then before
because orthat do you think?

V:

I don't know.

D:

Vou don't think that it had any negative effect on it, youjust think
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bet:ause you guys had to figure it out yourself that you look at math
problems differently?

4:00

5:00

V:

Yeah.

0:

What do you think your role in that group was, did you think tha1 you
had a certain role or that you contributed in a certain way or you felt
that it was your responsibility to do something in the group whenever
you guys came up with something?

V:

No, just like everyone worked together, no one had a particular role.

0:

Ok... How do you think the group worked together? Do you think they
worked together well?

V:

Yeah.

0:

Ok. In what regard? Why do you feel it went well?

V:

It was good because everybody like helped each other and if you
wanted, like one person would figure it out, they'd tell you and explain
it.

0:

Even though it was kind ora quiet group people didn't talk a whole lot
in the group but you felt it still helped you to understand what's going
on? Now 1 understand you guys are still working in groups?

V:

Yeah.

D:

And are you still with the same group?

V:

No we picked our own groups.

D:

And what group are you with now, you don't have to name names or
anything but like are they people you worked with in the past or mends
or people in your math class last year or just anybody?

V:

No, before we started the group work, before all thatl was with a
couple of friends and now I'm in the same group again except fcrone
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p=on.

0:

Ok, so there's how many in the group then?

V:

There's three.

D:

There's three of you working in the group and you worl: the same way
as you did when we did the unit on Coordinate Geometry? Does Miss
explain it now on the board and then and you guys just practice it or
kind of figure out the particular question that you're asked?

V:

Yeah.

0:

Ok, so it's a little bit different then?

V:

Yeah.

0:

How do you feel that's working?

V:

Good.

0:

[sit?

V:

Uhhuh.

D:

You find it better than working on your own or find it better than
working with the group you were with before?

V:

6:00

I think that it's a bit better now where I'm used 10 Miss explaining ilta

"".

0:

And do you think that the group you're with now makes a difference
because they're friends?

V:

No not really, I mean ifone ofus gets it wrong we tell the other one
what they did wrong right, like what they did wrong or I have this and
you have that and we'll explain it to them.

0:

Ok so there's no difference in the group that you're with now really or
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is there?

7:00

V:

No.

0:

No.Ok. Would you prefer working in a group all the time or would
you prefer woricing by yourselfor would you like a bit ofboth?

V:

I think in a group is better.

0:

You like working in a group better?

V:

Yeah.

D:

Ok why do you think overall no matter what group you're with or
whatever, why do it make a difference with the group than working by
yourself?

V:

Because you get more: ideas from other people and if you don't
understand they'll explain it to you how to do it.

D:

Ok. Do you like math?

V:

Yeah.

D:

Did you always lik.e math?

V:

Yeah [guess so.

D:

These arejust some questions rmjust trying to find out bow you feel
about it. How would you rate: yourproblc:m solving ability? lfI gave
you a problem, let's say, and asked you to solve it, would you say
you're: a good problem SOIVCf, not so good, average:, poor, haven't got a
clue:, what would you say?

V:

Average.

D:

About average?

V:

Yeah.
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8:00

9:00

10:00

0:

Ok. [fI gave you a problem to solve now would you solve il?

V:

I don'llcnow.

0:

Would you try?

V:

Yeah.

0:

Ok. That's the problem there, you can read it, iryou gol any questions
let me know and if there's something that, you wanl to double check
and I'll ask you to try, if anything you can think orjust say it out loud
just so we can get it on tape just to find out how that old brain is
ticking.

V:

Oh, Ok. (Starts to read the problem silently.)

0:

rUjust [eave you to it and I won't look over your shoulder.

V:

Ok. (Conlinues working.)

0:

Any problems?

V:

No.

0:

Ok. What do you know about the problem, what are you told?

V:

Then: are 18 chickens and pigs.

0:

So there's 18 animals. I guess Isbould have said that. And..

V:

There are 52 legs.

0:

So yeu want to find out bow many chickens and how many pigs right?

V:

Is that 18 chickens and 18 pigs or both.

0:

Eighteen animals altogether.
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11:00

V:

AJtogether?

0:

Yeah.

V:

0:

(Triesrheproblemogoin.)
Just maybe take a guess at how many just 10 see iftha! might help you
it. Guess how many pigs and how many chickens.

10 solve

12:00

13:00

14:00

Y:

I tried that there - nine and nine.

0:

And that didn't work out?

V:

No cause the number is higher than 52.

0:

Ok, so that was the number ofchickens was it? That was the number of
pigs was it?

V:

And thaI'S the number ofchickens.

0:

Ok so maybe ifnine and nine didn't work maybe try adjusting one or
them to see if it did work maybe that may help.

Y:

Ok. (Tries again.)

0:

Maybe try in between those two because you Wellt from nine up to
eleven.

V:

Uh huh.

0:

When you did it you swted bringing these number.; up, the pig number.;
up, you went from nine to eleven to ten and the chicken number.; went
down.

V:

So I'll try the chicken one going up now.

0:

Ok... so you got an answer?

V:

Yeah, there are 32 pigs and 20 chickens.
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15:00

16:00

D:

All, there are only 18 animals altogether. You're so close, that was how
many legs they had right cause you multiplied that by 4 and that by 2.

V:

8 pigs and 10 chickens_

D:

Right on, good job. Ok. Is mat the only answer you can chink of or
might there be another possible solution?

V:

No. I think that would be It.

D:

You think: that would be it, Ok, good, good job. I'm going to cum the
tape off now but before r do I wane to mank you for giving your time
today and letting me interview you and see bow you're thinking about
things. Ok?

V:

Noproblcm.)'Ou'rewelcome.
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Appendix D Interview with Teacher
[otervlew witb Ms. Gweo Hewitt

0:00

1:00

April 16, 1996

D:

First of all I'd ask you about the experience in general if you could
remember back then. Overall positive from your point of view?

G:

Yeah. I thought it was, [weill guess you'd have 10 say it was posilive
because I'd like to do il again in another unit. r would not want to plan
it myselfbecause I think ies a really demanding task 10 plan it. you
know, )'Ou have to be real careful about the kind ofquestioning.

D:

5ure,ohyeah..

G:

And ifyou're going to lead them or have them investigate. 50 I won't
lake upon myself to plan a unit but I certainly would like to have a unit
done in conjunction with somebody else. Yeah, I thought it was really
valuable but I found it really tiring for me and I said that a dozen times.
Real stressful just because it was a totally different position as a
teacher than one we occupy.

D:

lbat's right.

G:

And it was exhausting partly because you held yourselfback from
telling things. I was always dealing with bow shaJlI say this, how shall
I put this and Ijust found it really wearing like thaI. Generally, I liked it
generally. [would like to do more of it. I leU you I guess the thing that [
found good about it • the focus was on the students and not on me and I
was really surprised how much they knew even though it wasn't solid,
like)'Ou went around you discovered things that they knew, and I think
that was one ofthe downfalls of it, it didn't ever get, what's the word,
not reinforced, but didn't seem 10 sit finnly with them. But they were
coming up with all the things and I was real surprised. I didn't expect

0:

I know, they really kept on task throughout. I mean they really did get
inloit.

G:

But it was disappointing when I saw the tests and saw how poorly some

~to~as~as~~~to~asm~as~~
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of them, well I shouldn't say poorly, but how much they dropped back.
from the knowledge that I thought they had because and I think: that is
something to say about them and their srudy habits but also about the
you know, like it wasn't firmly grounded..

3:00

4:00

D:

How do you feel students' approacb to problem solving has cbaoged in
any way, if at all, because ofthis experience?

G:

Long term wise, since then?

D:

Yeah.

G:

I don't know if their approach has changed much more because [mean
one month, from one month's activities to switch over back what their
norm is, I don't know ifyou can expect a long term change because
there are lots of things I have reverted back to, you know.

D:

But even during the course of the srudy?

G:

During the course of the study?

0:

Yeah.

G:

Ah, gosh first I thought they were rea.lly...how did I see them? I wrote
down acouple of things. In the beginning, they were all concerned
about using the right language and they were more concerned about
bow to state it in some way that was wonderful. They weren't looking
althaL.they thinking lhey were loolring for something that was
technical, had to be said in the right way. And as far as their problem
solving, I think: that they were waiting for me to give the answers
because the first couple of days I could feel the frustration level
mounting with me because what is this when they were used to me
telling them and I didn't tell them and I'd send them back to it and
some of them didn't like that because that's not the way the game gets
played. So that changed. Ah, I think after we got into it after three of
four days I remember at one point writing down "I don't know ifshe's
going to blow...soon" if they're going to get reaL.cause they were
getting agitated with me after a couple of days and [ found it hard to
watch their confusion and not try to fix it too. After a while they started
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to...where else did they have to look ifl wasn't going to give in and
once they got a success with it, just one little bit of success, then it was
ok we go on, now we go on.. And maybe there was something there,
now whether it was all trial and enor type of problem solving. Once
they got the bang of something successful out of this then they were
willing 10 do further with it. That's how I saw it anyway.
5;00

D:

Now you kind ofanswered this one before, but I'll ask it anyway in case
there is something you want to add...How did you feel this experience
has affected your teaching in genetal? Again, you kind oftouched on it
before but there is something you might have registered because of this
experience that bas affected you since.

G;

Ab, how did it affect me? I guess...Idon't think they...theyare pretty
weak the studet;lts are, but I think I've gained. a little bit ofrespect for
the fact that they do think: much better I think they can think.
Unfortunately [still think a lot of their problem is a lot of the students
problems comes from the fact that they don't put enough effort in. That
whole study made me realize there is knowledge in them and we're just
not getting them to express it. I don't even know if they know it, so that
gave me a little better feeling because I didn't feel everything was so
futile in tenns of what I was teaching, it sort of enlightened me a bit
about their capabilities and I liked some of the things I saw from the
group working so I carried it over. Just the business of having students
working logether and dumping something on them and saying now you
figure this out. r still do a little bit from time to time, not on new topics
and things,just for instance, something from review which isn't, I
suppose the same principal. I like the idea of them working together.
When you start talking about it, then it's like they learn more from
talking to somebody else. There are students who are doing much
better this term, like rea.llybetter. One that was failing last term, 30, 40,
just couldn't get it up to the 50 mark and he's had more 7(Js and 80's in
the past two months and it's because he's channelled. into a different
way for thinking. From my perspective it certainly made me feel like
pursuing some orit, the activities, because I can see results. The group
work, I pursued that still.

D:

Compared to other topics that you've done in 1300 either before or
since, do you feel that the Coordinate Geometry was understood any
differently by your students because of the experience. Do you think

6:00

7;00
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that they understood it more so then memorize it?
G:

I think they needed more practice with it. We always say, "'WeU if you
discover it...... I don' know, we let them. I mean they had a minimum
practice compared to wbat the other classes had. I think they do have
some genuine understanding a little better then the other groups but the
practice part of it, I noticed when I gave another tcst awhile later I
brought some questions back from that unit and it was gone again. It
was there but it wasn't the same. They didn't have the same amount,
like it was bits and pieces of that knowledge remaining. They still
didn't bave all of it pulled together and I thought they could have used a
bit more practice. First I thought ooce you discovered it, it's there but
from follow up they still need a bit more practice if it's just to make it
sit in their own conscious memory. Some of it wasn't conscious
memory for them. They were doing things and weren't really looking at
it and summarizing what they had done on their own, even though they
tried to do it with them. I don't think that it was truly recognition on
their part.

D:

In that unit you tended to look at isolated things. I don't think you even

8:00

9:00

got to the point ofpulling it all together other than the test at the end of
it. Some of that might have made a difference.

10:00

It:oo

G:

I do think a lot more practice skills because there's a lot of linIe things
that came out of there you know that I would touch on here and there.
Weeks after I'd say, remember this., remember we did that, that came
out ofthis so there was a lot more things that were beyond that.

0:

I asked you this before and you kind of answered it, would you take this
approach again in the future with odler groups?

G;

Yeah I liked it and I wouldn't mind doing some work. like this with
advanced Math but I would like to do it on an enrichment topic because
then you could whip through some of the enrichment things very
quickly. I don't know why the enrichment but [think it would be a real
nice addition to that group and you could move fairly quickly, so I
thought that would be something because a lot of the enrichment topics
you don't get to simply for time and with advanced groups, my
advanced groups do discuss a lot anyway and even though they weren't
the group that I did this with they're all in groups now by virtue of the
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fact that the classroom is in groups. All these kids, rve seen a whole
101 of difference in working logether. There's three's and four's that

have sent themselves up some ofthem have moved off to another group
and there's pockets offour's that are really working well together and
they have a real system going between them. I think that ifyou gave
them a project now even at this point after they've been working
slipshod. together and you delineated this is what you have to do, they
would fly because they have a little biloftimejust working. I think it
would be good for basic math groups too. Simply because 10 me the
basic groups wanl to be the problem solvers. They want to get in it and
look at it. They want you to give them rules and regulations bUl if you
give them anything on the board that says, I'd call it fun, and they have
to think about it or they got to size it up and come up with something.
That's the crowd that r find the best. r give then the NCfM questions,
you know these monthly calendars, and these are the kids thai say,
"Come on give us another one." Now I have to choose them because
the basic math students don't have a lot of the skills but they seem to be
the ones that discuss them. It amazes me because to me that's the group
thai wants the rules and argues "Just give me the rule, tell me what r
got 10 do and I'll do il". Y el they're the ones that seem 10, their minds
or their interest is piqued by all these different things so I think if you
could get them and work it in slowly you know on a project then if you
through something at them that they really couJdn't cope with then
you'd lose them pretty fast. We've talked about doing it with the basic
class in a topic next year.
12:00

D:

1was going to ask you some questions now on the focus group, Valerie,
Heather, Bob, Sean and Jeff were the focus group even though I only
spoke to three of them afterwards, Valerie, Heather and Bob. Sean and
Jeffnever materialized. My interest in all of this is how they felt they
worked together and working in a group as opposed to doing their own
thing. It was kind of inleresting when I interviewed them and so on
afterwards. I'd just like to hear what you got to say about some of the
things they answered. If you can remember the group and I know it's
hard, to pick out one group and talk about it. What were your overall
perceptions about how this group worked together? Anything that you
noticed about them working as a group maybe even compared to now
when they're working with others?

13:00

G:

I remember that group, Heather kept herself very distant. She's quiet
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anyway, I don't know iflanguage is the factor. She's almost anti·
social with the group, a pleasant girl. but didn't understand the
concept ofworicing with a group. lfshe did understand it she was
either too shy or waso't willing to play that game. Bob, you know it's
funny, [think Bob is much better woric:ing now than he was with the
group because he was very unsure ofhimself in his own abilities and a
couple of times I remember going around and saying "Well tell me
what you gotr' and it was like, no she's figuring it out and you got it
righl. [f [ told him that much well it's fine, go with it, or something to
that effect I think happened one day. It's kind of hard forme to go
back and see it at that point and now. At that point I don't think he
was contributing as much but he's become a whole lot different in
contributing since then. I think that has something to do with it.
14:00

D:

I was going to ask you ifyou felt it was a worthwhile experience for the
students?

G:

I do think that there were two people in the group who didn't because of
the fact that they were in and out, in and out. It made others
uncomfortable because they all didn't know each other and Sean's
coming in and out and when he came in, well you sat there with them. I
don't know but 1 had the general feeling that when he's here he decides
he's going to do his thing. It's almost like that peer pressure ofyou
don't want to tell him to stop bugging you but it's sort oflike everyone
just d.nIws back a little bit because he isn't doing what you're doing,. he
isn't playing the game and they've been doing this for a couple of days
and they wouldn't dear speak and say, "Look get in or get OUL" He's
towing them away because they almost feel intimidated or something by
his behaviour and don't speak oul. Jeff, he's very brighl. When he was
with the group he was very contnbutive but his absenteeism! He just
doesn't have the desire.

15:00

16:00

D:

Is be still as absent as much?

G:

As much? I think he's been here twice, three limes since January. You
can only fight that battle so much. That's unfortunate for that group
because that made that group shaky and Ilhink that happens when
somebody's coming in and out all the time, it doesn't give the group a
comfortable feeling. They don'l build up habits of, you do this and I'll
do that, you know the discussion isn't there. As soon as a new party is
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0:

in the discussion is obviously curtailed just a little bit. You always got
that awkwardness.
1 remember one class [ think it was when Sean showed up after being
out for about six or seven periods and it was just total disruption. I
must say I was really surprised at how much everyone was set back by
just this one person coming in and not knowing what's going on..

G:

And another thing, there's been some discipline problems with him and
he's made it a point to be antagonistic with me and be works it. So I
would think that they were probably a bit anxious about what he was
going to do and draw them into it. We haven't had a very good rapport
all year and it doesn't matter what's happened, it doesn't matter what I
do, it always turns out the same, there is always some way now it's
gotten more and more blatant. He doesn't come to school any more.
Two weeks, three weeks, that's unfortunale you know. 1 think they
sensed that, they knew that was an issue. He would be belligerent no
matter what you asked. Ifhe asked for help and I went to give it to him
1 would hear the comments, snarky remarks as I walked away so that so
made some of the kids uncomfortable. Not in the group 1 know il
wasn't happening at that time but I'm just saying that kind of
background was there. For Heather that would be major intimidation,
her culture, her manner certainly would nol create waves like that.
She's very quiet. She's a good worker but unfortunately I don't think
she knows too much about cooperative work.

D:

When 1 interviewed Heather she said she enjoyed the experience, she

17:00

found. it worthwhile. When I asked if they preferred youjust taught the
unit or this way she was the only one who said she would prefer if you
teach it because that's what she's used 10. She's only been here less
than a year and she said where she came from teachers don't do that it,
it was up to you and you had to learn it. So she would have preferred
that which I found interesting.

18:00

G:

But in the same breath r noticed that as we were going through Ihe work
she would come in with it written up, and reasons and explanations, real
text book explanalions and I said where did you come up with this?
She said Sandy. You see Sandy had been in one ormy advanced
classes and had already done this work so Sandy was just rhyming it off
the reasons from the text and she was just memorizing it. She learned
the rules and applied them. I could see she didn't want to do it. She
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wanted a set method to follow. She was a bit more rigid than the rest in
that group.
19:00

D:

G:

Did she have her translator with her?

0:

No [don't think so.

G:

She has a computerized translator with her and just uses the word.
When we have exams and class tests she hasn't had a problem getting
things done. Lately now we're working on proofs and she hasn't had
too much of a problem yet. She will be given extra time in an exam to
verify the meanings of words. In group work: it could be a pain because
you can't work right away. It takes her longer to interpret.

D:

What about Valerie, we never said much about her?

G:

Valerie and Maria are working together still in a group and Valerie,
now they worked together before and I let them. Valerie has really
come along, when I say that I know I can't tell you what her marks arc
but r can see a big difference in the questioning that she does to me.
The understanding and her responses in the class, she is responsive
whereas before she sat back and never opened her mouth from
September to December. So it definitely has done something for her. I
think she has got a new confidence in hCf"Selfbecause she sits there and
they'll ask me to come done and she'll say"See r said that'" or someone
will say"Yousaid that Valerie" and Valerie had it done that way and
just held it offto the side. She's still not confident but she's explaining
and they verified at times that's what Valerie said, that's what Valerie's
explanation was. I do find that she has blossomed in that respect. The
discussion aspect seems to get her because she didn't seem to do that
well at the time ofthe group.

20:00

21:00

Even the language was a bit of a problem when I gave them a couple of
problems to solve, the things you take for granted like jar, Valerie had a
problem explaining the tenns to her. She couldn't get past; she
couldn't even approach the problem because she didn't know what the
problem was asking ber. We tend to take for granted that they know
what we're talking about.
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22:00

23:00

0:

No she was pretty quiet. She didn't really offer much.

G:

Now she's in a different group and there's three girls but they even get
up and go around the room. which is not where [would have seen her.
She and Maria work real well together.

0:

Was Maria in that group? Was that her?

G:

Oh that's right. I thought she was in the same group. She was up in
anotberone. Yeab.you'reright.

0:

Did you see any ofthern in that particular group have an individual role.
Did you think they any of them took on an individual role when it came
to solving a problem that one of them was the reader or the recorder or
whatever?

G:

No I didn't see much of that. Actually what I saw was the one that
knew how to do it became the all and that's probably because we didn't
take the time to teach them. I'm swprised at how little they Icnow about
cooperating and literally cooperating. You can write it down, all hands
can be attentive but they all don't take an active role, they don't have
the task that they think they have to do. They left it to Heather to work
it out and Heather crawled inside herself, worked it out and handed it
over. There was no more communication than that and some of that I
think was not language related because she could have got to work with
somebody it was pretty much telling how to do it and they kind of knew
that she was good so let her go and didn't trust themselves. I don't
think there was a whole lot of inter-play. Again that was more at the
beginning.

0:

No, I got to say I could totally concur what you are saying. I noticed
that even when I was interviewing them and I happened to have pairs,
like I had Valerie and Heather one time then I had Bob and Heather
another time and then the three of them and even then [noticed tbe
same kind ofbehaviourtbey would just do it themselves they had 00
sense of cooperating or sharing their ideas or even questioning what's
going on. They always start with their own little thing and then
compared the answer that they might have bad.
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24:00

G:

When I say that they're starting to work in groups they're doing lhat
now. They'll sit and someone might say, "How would you go about
it?" and they might discuss a few things to get them started and they'll
go their own way and come back: and [stiU see thaL Even though thal's
a bit more group work than they were doing before. Cause before it
was show me you're answtt when you get it done but now there's a
Little bit...

D:

Which I guess goes to show probably the most interesting thing I've
seen is you'll put them in groups and assume they'll work:; that they got
some sense of what are you doing orwbat do you think of this or
wbatever, but they tended to do their own little thing and the answer is
what they think important. Even when I interviewed them they said you
know checking the answer and it's not the process of what you do to get
the answer or how you go about it.

G:

It's answer oriented I will grant you and some of them like this
morning, now they're on a kick, they all want to do it the same way in I
group, that's the latest thing I've noticed. They started working
together and thinking when they were in the project, following through
on a solution, when they started to work together the ideas were
coming. Now they're at the point where ifone person's idea is out
there, ok, we'll go with that one and pursue it until we get the answer
that way.

25:00

D;
G:

So tbeytend DOt to question it, they tend to still accept it?

Yeah. Whoeverstartsitoffitdoc:sn'tmatttt,individualthinicing. It's
not even like thinking, mainly it's doing. They don't sit back: and th.i.ok.
about this for a few minutcs then talk about iL It's think and do. If
somebody could talk about it long enough they'd understand what thai
person was saying but they're so conscious about doing. Putting things
on paper, you know?

D:

Getting something to show you that they've done something.

G:

The doing of it, there's times that somebody will say something and it
goes right on nobody sees it or hears it or anything else. To me that was
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the most valuable thing that was said there. it might even give you a
short cut way about going about this but ~ it was verbal and not
something that was shown as a step on paper they just ignored it.
26:00

27:00

0:

I find that an eye opening thing for me because you tend to assume that
you put them in a group and they're talking, lots of times they maybe
talking about something but it's not necessarily what they should be
talking about or the best way a group should work.

G:

1do think that's one big thing. r don't know but I wouldn't mind taking
a few days, if I was to put them in groups next year, do a couple ofdays
of kind of behaviour that should take place in groups.

0:

Even since I've gone back and I've only been back two weeks now but I
guess I wasn't reaJlyaware of it before never really thought about it but
now I notice when they're in their linle group they tend to do the same
thing. It's li.lc.e getting the answer and whoever offen something first,
go with that. Very infrequently do they challenge themselves.

G:

I was just going to say it's not even "I'll work it out and you work it out
and we'll compare". It's like whoever gets it first that's what we're
going with. Easy calculation and as quick as we can.

0:

And I noticed it when they were doing their group test, there was no
kind of strategy at alL Nothing like "you two do question one, we'll do
question two." They didn't even consider time. r remember they just
went on and however long it took them to do anything and then they
realized they had forgotten a question at the end of it and went back to
question two and there was DO time left. They had not planned on
giving five minutes at the end of it.

G:

You're right. There definitely isn't any planning. Now I didn't get to
watch them all closely. I would walk in and see things moving or
somebody would push somebody to move but I didn't get to watch the
sequence of events. But you're right I don't think was very much
planning~ I know there wasn't very much planning. That's not the
downfall oftrus project, that's the downfall ofnot knowing how to
work cooperatively. I don't know but we would have seen a whole lot
of different results maybe further along cause they don't really know
what's expected of them. We can say talk about it, but what does talk

28:00
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about it mean? Choose somebody to write bout it's almost like ,,()k she
writes but I don't write anything. I don't evef"put the pen to the paper".
That I think was the biggest flaw, if you want to call it a flaw, because
they just did not know.

29:00

D:

We tend to assurne that they can do it when._.

G:

You would think that they would want to wQrk with their peers like
that, but that's not real comfortable.

0:

That's right especially if it's a group that we..en't real familiar with each
other. I think it was Bob who commented tint be wouldn't want to be
in a group with only his friends because he said they wouldn't do
anything but he wouldn't want to be in a grooup where he didn't know
anybody cause be felt he would be 100 held back by that barner. Where
he didn't know the people well enough to actually talk about it so it's a
fine line between who you put them with and who they know.

G:

That's right. $traDgelYCllOugh some ofthesc people have regrouped
themselves with the oddest compatriots. I can't believe it. Bob was
not a great student up to that point but has kept himself with one other
person (Stephen) in a group and a fairly smart person. They get into to
a bit of trouble with me now and then because they talk so much but
they discuss and a couple oftests his come <Jut with hundreds since
then. So there's something bouncing offhiIn and this other person
now whether the other person doesn't seem to be held back but I think
there's something bouncing back and fonh 1.hen. He's obviously
comfortable enough to get something from 1.he other person, he's not
intimidated. That other person knows a wh..ole lot more then he does
but there's no intimidation there, so someth:..ing is taking place.

0:

He did comment that he felt pretty good no\V about what was going on.
I guess since back: in February he has been working with this same
person and he said the group he was with he felt pretty good about and
felt comfonable. I would 1l1:e to sec: them w«)rk: with different people to
see how it would go.

G:

And there is a big difference. [think some Oofit was sparked by that.
We didn't just ask them to work in groups and do the same kind of
work they've always done. We asked them to work in groups and do

30:00
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totally different method of learning, studying, thrown at them all at the
one time and I don't know if they had time to adjust to anyofit before
they were plunged in. lbat's why [felt like things went so well.
Considering what I was expecting and what I was seeing my nerves
were thinking this wasn't going to go but they're not going to take this
and because of all the newness of it, you know you throw that much
change a someone that quickly, and I thought that they really did
cooperate with me.
31:00

D:

But even like my presence in that group I'm sure had I not been there
they might have felt more free to talk about things and not so afraid to
say something wrong because quite ollen they would say "Is that right
Miss?'" Sometimes I cou!dn't be quiet and I'd say things but I tried to
stay back as much as I could but they tended to first check it out with
me. Whereas in wasn't there they'd only have cach othcr to discuss
things with. I must say, it was eye-opening for me to sit down cause
I'm like you, when I'm teaching I don't sit with one group and watch
them from beginning to end and sec how they get that and what they do
and so on. You tend to skip around to everybody and keep everybody
on track. It was interesting to see. [was still noticing even when I did
the problem solving up in that room afterwards how long the silence
went on. I gave them a problem that they had problems with it that they
couldn't get at first. I gave them help with it and they didn't discuss
anything they just read their question and just sat there. Finally after
about five minutes I felt like I bad to throw something at them to get
them thinking. The group that they're with is really tricky. How do
you know who they're going to work best with?

G:

[ think at this level there was a split of friends at that time and they
channelled themselves right back together since then and yes they get
on my nerves for talking but they get more work done. You know
thcrc's four buddies together- and they're getting more work done. A
couple ofthern in the group arc spinning right along and the other
couple arc leaning on the others and I've said to them, -rhis is not fair,
not to me, it's not fmto him because h.is taking what you have and
you're letting him do it. Ifyou'rc going to give it to him at least explain
it to him." So there's some of that happening there but they have set
themselves off in groups and some of them move around a little bit but
not vel)' mUCh. They've put themselves in a group and stayed there.

32:00
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33:00

D:

Are you surprised with who, [know you said there were a few strange
combinations, they came up with?

G:

Well Bob and Sean were one strange one that I couldn't believe got
together. He still sits in on that group. When he comes you can see the
tension and the disruption there. Not that they make a racket but he
does, he sits and talks through the whole class. Actually he came in last
week and did it and I asked him to stop and I said, "If you don't stop I'll
ask you to leave and not sit with this group because I'm not having you
disrupt what's become a really good thing." [said to Bob and Stephen
"If he is bugging tell him to shut up and leave you alone". With that
two of them said, "Shut up and leave us alone." Before I had it out of
my mouth it was like they just wanted the opportunity to say bug off
and give us a break. I gave them the permission to say it. it got a laugh
out of the class but the message was there. [wasn't expecting it when I
said tell him to shut up and leave you alone and with that the two of
them turned in unison and said it. The message went out loud and
clear, you're not going to play this, we don't want you around, and
we're doing the work. See they would never say that one on one to
him.

D:

Something like that could make such a big difference, a hindrance or
help in such small settings. There are so many factors to consider when
you're in a group and working with somebody else. It's human nature,
if you're working with a group you almost rather work with people you
get along with not somebody who's going to make you feel like two
cents every time you say something. You certainly don't mind having a
laugh or having a chat anyway as you're working but I guess we tend to
think that they're working and that's it don't have any comments
outside or they're not being productive.

G:

They sit there and I know they talk about everything else and I'll get on
them every now and then and they'll say Miss we got that done we're
almost to the end we're just talking, we got the hard part done this is
only easy what we're doing and they're talking through that. Fair
enough. There was such high absenteeism in that class. There's four
that I had split up because they were friends and they've put themselves
back together and they work much better. So what can I say? They're
buddies.

34:00

35:00
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36:00

37:00

0:

Have you seen anything since that they may have developed some kind
ofpattern that they take roles on themselves in their particular group not
if they've chosen their own group but if they're generally working with
the same people? Is lhere anything with any of the groups that you've
noticed?

G:

I think they've become leaders. One of my weakest students has
become a leader in the group and he's changed. You know I can say
lhtte's one person I have seen change more than anybody and that's
Craig. Craig has become analytical. He's loolcing for the problem in
the problem, you know what [mean? Before it was all a mystery to him
but now he's looking at it like I can figure this out. there's something in
here that I know. He's always raking that attitude, he's on a roll, and he
can't get enough homework or assignments. Every week he asks are
you going to take a quiz, are you going to take my book in? It's real
encouraging with him but for some reason he's cOlUlected in to
someUting. Whatever it is that has challenged him to think?

0:

Actually there was one time when the two girls were here and three of
the guys weren't and they got moved over with these two (Craig and
Tom) and I noticed even a difference then because it was kind ofa
sense of well, "How we gorma do this?". That was kind of the
introductory comment from him or the other fellow that was there.

G:

They do talk it through and they'll argue you can't do that but the only
thing is they'll all start saying what are you writing down. Today I was
asking them to do something for me and [said you can't all write down
the same thing you got to do a variation on it so then they helped each
other come up with an equation. So there's definitely cooperation, I'm
not sure ifit's a product by the book kind of thing but there's definitely
leaders. Valerie bas become more of a leader in some ways in the
group that she's in. I don't think Maria has the algebra skills, Valerie
doesn't seem to make the same mistakes but that's a different group,
Valerie bas moved elsewhere and sort oftak:en a new role. Bob has
come right out of his shell.

0:

It's like a positive experience then afterwards even then.

G:

Whether it broke the ice in the room or something I don't know but
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there were a lot ofrea.lly weak students in bere. I thought they were
really weak and they're still ~Iy weak but I've seen some lot of
improved work and getting work done.
38:00

0:

I should ask you about the attitude because I know generally in Math
1300 it's not really high on theirprioritics ofgettiog their work done or
being that interested in it.

G:

Positive as far as in the class and working I can't ask for a lot morc.
they're pretty good. like lhaL Homework is not ajoy they don't like to
do it generally as a group. They don't kill themselves on the study
aspect and I think that's wbere: it falls down. Those kids did all that
work in class with the project but [don't know how much studying they
did on their own. how much they took that home and wondered about it.
That's a flaw that we generally got anyway. That never changes; I
don't think that's going to change with anyone project or major event.

0:

Yeah, homework is a big issue, isn't it?
G:

I think one thing that struck me about it was it took us a long
time to get through a relatively small amount of work. We didn't
do a lot ofpractice and I think: if r did it again [would like to have
a whole lot more practice outside just so it becomes not a game of
we did this in class we don't have anything to do at home. So I'd
like to build something in to it whether it's assignments or
whatnot but again we were on a short term project so if you're
doing it for a unit of work you'd have a lot
build things in. BUll do
more thinking, you'd
think lhal aspect of it has to be there to be taking
seriously somewhat even ifjust forthaL The other side of it in the
be there.
practice element needs to

39:00

0:

Yeah. I was going to say I noticed too when we were doing it
homework wasn't offered and it was the nature of the way it was
designed il wasn't built in to it.

G:

[[we could build it in 10 individual practice then come back tomorrow
and discuss your individual practice even that sort of thing. Somehow I
just think that it takes away a little bit of the seriousness of it because I
set homework every night with other things now all ora sudden ii's
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changed. Another thing was...
D:

While you're thinking ['\I ask you another question. You said about the
pace that it took so long. Do you find the pace now more back on
track? Now even though thcy are still worldng in groups do you find
that thcy'vc picked up?

G:

Yeah but I'm directing the pace. I thought about it and I thought, I
wonder would we be better off chucking, throwing out some of the
topics that we did. Ifwe were doing this twe oftcaching every unit,
you know time is one ofyour biggcst problems and it's really played by
car in a unit like this. I thought jfwe were 10 decide there were two or
three units we were going to do in the year that are exploratory,
invcstigative or problem solving or what ever you want to call it, then r
thought if we were to do that would we not be better offto take a
smaller range of things to cover. I think there was a certain amount of
comfor1ablencss with some of the things we did definitely this group
got that the other group didn't get. Neither group has stayed with it for
a very long time. I think we need 10 practice with the study group to get
it reinforced again but there are more things in that unit that they didn't
spend a lot of time on that they're better on than the other crowd. I got
a feeling it's because ofthe way it was done. Ijust think ifwe chopped
out some of the topics and went more for everybody get these done
really well. That gives you a whole great place to start another year.
You're Dot going in with a whole miss mash fifteen or twenl)' items,
objectivcs and each one piddly, a shaky understanding. If we took six
out ofthe fifteen and they went in next year in tweal)' minutcs into a
class say these lcids are pretty solid. in this wbat a way to go I mean
what a nice place to start. You know that thcy got a fum ground in this,
they're comfortable and you're comfortable to go on and start ncw.
What we do every year there's a repetition, add a bit more and add a bit
more but I wonder if you could almost do a quick review, a rerun
through it.

D:

When they first learned it if they had to have had a solid grasp of it and
an understanding of what it was because they do a fair bit of it in grade
nine. Even though it's review for a lot of them it's like the first time
they've seen it.

40:00

41:00
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G:

It doesn't mailer to them and that's the strange thing about it. This
group seemed to me even later on when I tested there's a lot more
things that they have undemanding ofwbether L'Jey mastered it is
another story but they had better understanding, a better grip on it then
the other class. The other students I taught I would have to say
remember this and they're looking at me and then I'd have to take it a
step further and give them another hint and tell them something else.
With this group I did have to give them some hints but I found they
could come back and tell me odds and ends, different things and yes we
remember" this and can't)'Ou do this and can't)'Ou do something else
they offered so to me was much more beneficial than I thought. That's
why I felt Like [ still got to pry it out so they're not real good with it but
ifthey had more practice maybe they'd get better at it.

D:

Last thing, they're writing. You did get them to do a few journal
entries. Any improvement in their writing skiUs you think because of
that or still a foreign concept?

G:

I was just going to say r don't think you could see a whole lot of
difference in writing from beginning to end. r think there were two I
gave and that's too short a period to see any growth in writing at least
by my penpective.

D:

SW'C and they haven't done much since then have they?

G:

No we haven't done journal entries. I've asked them to do a few things
on the board since then but not explanatory things on paper. They do
this now tell me why this is so, what you did and why you did it. That's
fine orally but putting it on paper is a whole different ball game. I was
going to say before [think there was a lot more on task behaviour on
their part.. I don't know if)'Ou know if you noticed a couple oftimes I
wrote it done slUdents tell me "'my brain is tired., let's take a break"'. If
you think about it, we were always passing this out, now you got this
ODe done., here's another one. Even though they got on a roll and
wanted it after a while I could see this was real demanding and it's
tiring for them. Somebody said one day, "Miss my brain is tired.. Can
we take a break?" The on task behaviour killed them because they were
not used to it. They screw around a lot of time in class and when that
project was on the go I don't know ifit was competition because we got
to get on the sheet or they're going to get on ahead of us. What are we

42:00
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doing wrong, they're geaingahead of us? There was some of this little
bit ofa rush; we figured this out let's get on to the next one. Once they
got going on it I saw that. Then I saw a couple of times students were

gettingticed.

44:00

0:

Well they were kept going. I know lots of times lhere is dead time in
math class where students might be tapping theu- fingers waiting for
other students to finish but they (the students in this class) were kept
going.

G:

When we finished offone thing even if there was ten minutes left I gave
them the sheet to go on and take home lonight well they'd get started
on it. So theydidn'l have any break and [kind of liked that aspect of it
the fact that there was so much time on task. It was just a nice pleasant
surprise for malh class.

0:

1l1aI'S

the end ofmy questions. Is lhe:re anything else you want 10
comment on that you never asked? Well, I must say I really appreciate
your time.

G:

Was that ok? Did that give you what you need?

0:

I think so. I've got to start thinking aboul it all now and start writing it.

G:

If you want to phone me and alter anything or ask me anything you can
do that anytime you come up with something.
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Appendix E Transcript of Problem Solving Sessions

Session #1 Heather .ad Valerie

ApriI2.1996

p ..oblem: Aaron collects lizards, beetles. and worms.
He has more worms than lizards and beetles together.
Altogether in the collection there are twelve heads and
twenty-sir: legs. How many lizards does Aaron have?

0:00

1:00

H:

What does this mean?

V:

What?

H:

What docs this mean?

V:

Ok. the lim sentence? Where he collects them. say like you collect
teddy bears or something like thaL He collects lizards, beetles and
insects, he has them all.

V:

He has three kinds of things?

H:

What's this, what's this, what's this?

V:

That's all different types.

H:

Is it kind ofanimal?

V:

Yeah it's a reptile. It's all different kinds of animals like bugs and stu£[

H:

Do you know bow many heads and legs they have?

V:

Twelve heads and twenty-six legs.

H:

Each of them.

V:

Altogether, like all of them together.

H:

Each of them, like how many heads? [mean each one.
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2;00

3:00

4:00

V:

How many lteadsdoeseacb one have? Miss, is that just like one or say
three oflhem got fOUTor five each?

0:

Well you got to figure out how many of each be's got. There's 12 heads
altogethtt and 26 legs. So you don't know how many ofeach be has.

V:

Do you understand?

H:

No. (Laughs) Like how many heads and legs does each one have?

V:

That's what we got to figure out. Say this one has four and this one has
five and this one bas three.

0:

1 think Helen is a asking how many heads each lizard has and how
many legs each lizard has.

H:

Do you know how many heads and legs they have?

0:

I guess we can assume that each one of them has one head. And a
lizard would probably have how many legs?

V:

Two or four. Yeah, four.

0:

And a beetle would have how many legs?

VIH.:Four.

5:00

0:

Six, actually.

V:

Worms don't have any legs they just slither (laughs).

(I1ie students work silently.)

7:00

ch~k

0:

Why don't you
progress?

with each other and see if you're making any

V:

Well if there's 26 legs, we got 10 figure out how many legs a wonn got.
A wonn doesn't have any legs.
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D:

That's right.

V:

So there's 13 legs. Not including the wonn. Like divided by the two of
them. That's what I gol. They all have heads. Divide all them by three
and you have four.

H:

Each lizard has four legs and each beetle has six? Altogether there is
twenty-six legs.

(The students continue to work independently.)
V:

Where: did you get fourteen to?

H:

This minus this. Db. (Starrs to erase what she had wrillen.)

D:

You're looking at it withx's ancly's and z·s. Ok. Because of time
maybe if we gel a chance in a minute we'll look at this one. Would you
mind if I gave you another problem? We'll just leave that one for now
and I'll come back to it just because I want to see you do a couple of
different ones.

11:00

Problem: How can you carry exactlyfour litres of
water from a river if only a three litre jug and a five
titre jug are available?

13:00

D:

Try this one.

V:

I seen a problem like this on a movie. Something like that on a movie.

D:

Oh,Ok.

H:

What's that? Jug?

V:

Jug? Like a bottle.
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H:

Oh. What's "available"?

V:

Like you can use them, they're there. A three Litre jug and a five litre
jug are there fOfYOU.

H:

Are there

V:

Yeah, you already have them there.

H:

What does this mean? You have a three litre and five litre?

V:

14:00

15:00

18:00

fOf

you? You already have?

That's how much ilcan hold.

B:

So you can hold like eight litre?

V:

Ok, yeah. but you want four.

0:

Maybe if you jwt explain it to her she might understand it more.

V:

Ok. You got to take four litres of water from a river and you only got
three litres and a five litre but you can use two ofthese to get exactly
foW" litres.

R:

So you get two cans of water. One is three Iitres and one is

V:

Yeah, you got to figure out a way to cany four.

V:

Well ifyou pour two litres from these two and keep them.

H:

Thn:explus five:requals four.

fOUf

litres.

V:

Well, do it whatever way you want I guess.

V:

So you can get eight Iitres no problem. How can you four?

B:

Say you put two in here and two in h.ere. You got two bottles and one is
three litre one is five litre.
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V:

You got to carry foue litres. Urn. you could throw onc away.

(Bell rirrgs.)

0:

Gee. we didn't get as far as we had hoped to.
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Sessioo #1

00:00

Realhe..- aDd Bob

April 4. 1996

0:

I'm here with Heather' and Bob now and hopefully Valerie will show up
now in a minute. We are going to start with the problem that I gave
Heather' and Valerie yesterday about the lizards and that kind of thing
and ['m going to ask you to have a look. at iL Heather !las already read
it so she's probably a bit further'ahcad than Bob but you canjust chat
about whatever' comes to mind.

B:

How many legs do beetles have?

0:

Beetles? Six. Feel free to talk about it.

(Students work silently.)
5:00

6:00

8:

Got it! Seven wonns, three beetles and two lizards. Worms got no
legs and there's seven ofthem. three beetles, that comes 10 eighteen and
two lizards with four legs comes to eight. Is thaI right?

0:

Yeah, you're right.

8:

Whooboo!

0:

You want to explain that how you came up with that?

B:

All I did was there was twelve altogether' so worms had no legs so it
didn't matter about worms. So I tried six and Ijust did it by trial and
error. Ijust tried to two ofthcse numbers to equal up to twenty-six. All
the three numbers together had to equal up to twelve.

0:

Good job. Ok.

B:

Ching!

0:

Does that make sense to you Heather, the explanation of it?

H:

Yeah.
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D:

I'll leave that one then. Good stu£[ Bob's on a roll.

B:

I got the one from last time too. That's two in a row.

D:

Now lhis is the one I gave out yesterday and we didn't get very
far with this one at ail. The only problem is the one you got is a
little bit smeared so you might not make it out as well. nus one
I'd like you to talk about this one together and see if you can
come up with.

Pl'"oblem: How COli you cony eIQcrlyfour Utns of
waterfrom a river ifonly a three litrejug and afive
litre jug are available?

(Bob reads the problem aloud.)
7:00

8:

This doesn't even make sense. You could take a five litre jug and fill it
up fOUT fifths of the way.

D:

You want exactly four litres. There's no markings on the jug at all. All
you got is a five litre jug and a three litre jug and you want to measure
out exactly fOUT.

H:

So like half five and half three equals.

D:

How would you measure exactly half? That's the problem, measuring
so they're accurate.

8:

You can't.

8:00

D:

Can you use the combination of the two of them so you can somehow
come up with it?

8:

But it will never be exact. I don't see how that's possible.

9:00

D:

Just think about it for a minute and see what you can come up with
something.
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B:

10:00

11:00

t 2:00

I know. Fill up the five litre jug all the way, fill up the three litre jug all
the way which leaves exactly two and throw that away. Ab, I'll do it
again. You knowwbat I'm saying? Ok you bavea five litre jug. so fill
this up all the way and dump it in here (into the three litre jug) and it
will leave you exactly two Iitres and then do it again.

D:

What would you do with the two litres?

B;

The two litres?

D:

Yeah. you don't have anywhere to put it. You are cenainly on the right
track.

B:

Drink it. (laughs)

0:

That won't work. (laughs) Talk it out cause Heather might have thought
of something.

B:

I can get three litres exactly but I don't know how to get the last litre.

0:

Just say what you've gotten so far.

B:

Fill up the five litre jug and you've got the three litre jug. So you dump
the five litre jug in the three litre jug and you got exactly two !eft in the
five litre jug.

D:

Ok.

B:

Urn.

D:

So this is a better one to keep cause it's two lilTeS so maybe if
you emptied that one, throw that one out, then what could you
do with that two litres?

B:

Put it in the other one.

D:

Ok, put it in there.

B:

Then fill this up again but then you got nowhere 10 dump it to get
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exactly the same.

13:00

D:

How much is in that one?

B:

This one here is just one.. That's wllat I figured out. I figured out bow
to get three.

H:

You got two here, so you just do the same.

D:

Ok, so the two that's in there you put into the three litre one so now you
got two litres in there and it's a three litre jar and now that's empty
right? So if you fill that one up again then you got five litres and
you've got two in here, how much more can that one hold?

H1B: One.
D:

14:00

So if you more that one over there and fill that one up how much
have you got left over there?

H:

Oh!

B:

Ok. Yeah!

D:

That's it. I'm sure there's other ways but you guys had it just aboul
straighten out so it wasjust a maner of throwing it out at each other.
I'm not genna give you the third one, you guys got math right now.
You got anything that... you got a tcst or anything. I wonder would
Ms. Hewin give me ten minutes ofthe three ofyows' time. I would
Like to see, talk to the three of you at ODe time and give you one
problem to try to see if the three of you., cause that was my intent 10 see
a group of people as opposed to one or two. Maybe I'U see lfsbe
wouldn't mind doing that.
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Session #3 Bob, Heather aDd Valerie

00:00

1:00

2:00

April 4.1996

D:

I"m bere with the three of them now finally. Ms. Hewitt graciously
allowed us to have ten or fifteen minutes of cbss time to get one more
done anyway. I'm gonna start by putting Bob on the spot because Bob
being the mathematical genius that he is solved both those problems.
You want to explain it to Valerie who was OOot her-e lunch. time. We
don't want to give him a swelled bead. or anything hey.

8:

Ok, this one here. There were twelve heads which. meant there was
twelve of them altogether, twenty-six legs. Wonns have no legs so you
can use wonns for the Dumbers to all equal twelve. I fil the beetles and
the lizards together to equal twenty.slx and add on the number of
worms.

V:

Oh.

8:

Three beetles is eighteen legs, two lizards comes to eight equals
twenty-six and that's five, add on seven gives you twelve.

D:

Both of you (Bob and Heather) can explain this because both of you got
a handle on this one now. That's the other one about the water jugs.

B:

Do you want to explain it?

H:

No (laughs) you_

8:

There is a five titre jug and a three litre jug. ITyou fill up the 6ve litre
jug and dump it in the three litre jug, it takes three outofthis but leaves
exactly two right?

V:

Yeah.

B:

So then you put .. what is it again?

H:

You put the CWO Iitres into that one.

B:

Yeah, put the two litres in there then you fillllP this again and
dump this in here with the two litres already in it. I took one off
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the five litres here so it gives you four litrcs here.
V:

Ob.

8:

That's it.

D:

Ok.. I'm going give you one more problem. When you're doing tb.is
one pretend I'm not here, ok? Ignore me completely. Just discuss it
among yourselves and see how you do and then I'll ask you some
questions about it. There you go, have fun.

Problem: The licence plate on my cor contains five
different digits. Although my brother installed it
upside-down, it still shows a fiw-digit number. The
only thing is, the new number is 63 781 more than the
old number. M,at is the original licence plate
number?
(Sludents read the problem silently.)
5;00

8:

I don't have a clue.

V:

It's upside down.

8:

No, this is bow much more. How we supposed to find that out?

(Students work quietly.)
8:00

8:

Do either of you know anything?

R:

These numbers are upside down and like this is six and this nine maybe
this number is a one?

B:

Ok..

H:

Is this right?
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9:00

V:

What. the answer you mean?

H:

No, like all. number upside down?

0:

You've got to pick numbers that would look the same if they were
turned upside down or look like a number if they were turned upside
down. Ok, so that's certainly one thing you could consider.

0:

Everybody understands the problem, do they? What you're asked to
find?

VfB: Yeah.

11:00

14:00

0:

Ok. A few minutes ago, Heather suggested that there are only
certain numbers that you could use so what would be the
numbers that would look the same upside down do you think?

B:

Three ... six... and nine.

0:

I think unless the threes looked tike this, so they probably wouldn't look
the same but the rest of them I would say would be ok. So oow you
work with that?

V:

That didn't work. (after lryingfor awhile)

0:

Any progress? Also keep in mind that 0, I, 6, 8, and 9 are the only
digits that the licence plate can have, right, as well as the upside down
number and it's five digits. Bob got an idea do you?

B:

I'm not sure.

V:

So if you goL wait now.

0:

I'm just going help you a little bit. Suppose that this is the original
licence plate and add to that, what numbers... 63 783 you get the new
licence plale which can only have those numbers again. So maybe you
can start piecing in the digits thaI got 10 be.

H:

Can you only have one number once?
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16:00

17:00

18:00

D:

You can have lhem more than once but they can only be those numbers
cause there the only ones that look like numbers nuned upside down.

H:

Ok.

D:

Does that make sense what I got written there? Does that help you
come up with it? Maybe the three of you canjust work on it together
on this piece of paper. Which of these numbers when you add three to
it will get one of these numbers?

B:

Three...or six.

B:

The first one is obvious. The HISt one has to be one. Oh, it could be
zero.

H:

This minus this is this?

D:

So start here. What number would this have 10 be? Could it be zero?
Zero plus three is three, three we can't have. Could it be a one?

B:

No.

D:

Could it be a six?

B:

Yes.

D:

Could it be an eight?

B:

No... yeah.

0:

Eight and three is eleven so that would be ok too, right? So it could be
a six or an eight. Just take either one of them and could it be a nine?

B:

No.

0:

Do the same thing with the next digit and see if it works OUI.

8:

Now it makes sense. It'sjust two for most of them.
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D:

One ofyou guys try the six and Valerie try the eight and see ifit works

B:

Tried zero. This has to be a one.

QuL

20:00

H:

Yeah. What about this one?

B:

It could be a six.

D:

When a number that starts with zero that would [eave you with a four
digit number.

V:

2678and3.

D:

And that works?

BN: Urn, yeah.
21:00

22:00

D'

But can one of the numbers be a three? It can only be those
right?

y,

These ones here?

D,

If three was allowed like ifit was one of those there it would look the
same upside down. If the three was allowed then maybe there would be
different answers but that's one way of doing it there's probably
hundreds of other ways ofdoing it. Because oftbat snag probably go
back and say try the six or try the eight.

B,

So if you carry that wouldn't that be ten?

y,

What happens when you carry?

n,

That would be ok,just carry.

D,

What other number could you use to add to seven to give you one of
those?
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V:

23:00

24:00

I tried eight.

H:

What number is that?

0:

Six is the one that leads to having a zero in the fronL

H:

This one minus this is three. One minus eight is three.

0:

The original licence plate would be this ODe and the new one is 63 783
more than that one.

V:

You could use nine.

B:

Yeah, nine.

V:

Wait now, ifyou had a nine bere, it would be six and six and three is
ten carrying the one.

B:

Oh, yeah.

V:

lean'l figure out what number goes here.

B:

One.

V:

Does that work?

B:

Yupl

0:

Good. Now I had 10 give you a hard one for the third one but three of
)'Our heads were there. What I'm really interested in is not any of these
answer.;; or problems whatever is just how you guys worked logether as
a group. Now before I let you go is there anything that you found about
working in a group? I know you said when l interviewed you
individually that you found working with other people helpful but in
these three examples did being in a group help you?

B:

It helped me.

0:

How did il help you?
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25:00

26:00

B:

It"sjust easier when there's more people thinking.

D:

But when you had the question first off, when you were first given this
problem you all went on for several minutes and didn't even talk about
iL

B:

We didn't have any ideas. (laughs)

D:

So if you don't have any ideas it doesn't make any difference if you are
in a group or by yourselves?

B:

Someone got to have the idea first.

V:

To get started.

B:

You can't join our brains logether.

D:

How did you feel about this problem when you first got it?

B:

I didn't know where to start.

D:

Ok. Did it throw you for a loop compared 10 the other two, for
example, or to ones you've had in class?

B:

Yes. You weren't given as much infonnation.

V:

lbis one was more confusing.

D:

[just picked that one because it's interesting to me, even though I knew
it would be more difficult. That's why I wanted the three of you
together to have a look at that one. The other two you guys didn't have
mucb time yesterday at lunch so you dido't really get into them. I'm
mostly inleresled in how you feel about you know. Are you selfconscious about saying something that may be wrong?

V:

No.

B:

I'm not self-conscious at all. (laughs)
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0:

No, so it wouldn't bother you at all saying something that was
completely wrong that people would laugh at?

B:

I wouldn't care less.

0:

Cause I noticed where you were so quiet I was wondering if you were
afraid to say something that someone would say "'that's retarded" or
something like that. That doesn't bother you? You wouldn't be afraid
to say, "let's find out the person's age" or something off the wail like
that?

8:

No, not at aiL

0:

Ok. Is there anything that anyone wants to say before I let you go back
to class? I really appreciate the time you've given me and you've given
me a lot of insight into how people work in groups even though as a
classroom teacher r watch all the time [don't ever sit down and actually
focus on one group. I am usually running around the classroom
literally. So I really appreciate the opportunity to let me observe you
guys solving some problems and getting some insight as to where
you're coming from. Now you can rush back to class. Thanks very
much.

HlBN: You're welcome.
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